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ABSTRACT

The study uses a combination of virtual world ethnography and archival inquiries 

of saved videos, replays, and clips to filter through raw data and find cases of emergent 

behavior of players within PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds. What I am looking for is 

emergent behavior that is outside of the goal orientated objectives. The main goal in 

battle royale games is to be the last one standing out of 100 players, yet players within 

this virtual world choose to deviate from this goal and as a result, new inventive 

gameplay is born. As a result, emergent behavior such as behavioral, communication, and 

performance becomes possible due to non-goal orientated objectives that players and 

streamers decide to do instead. 
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Chapter 1 

1.1 Introduction 

Emergent Behavior in Virtual Worlds 

 

 The study of virtual worlds has been a practiced by several researchers such as 

T.L Taylor and Celia Pearce. Taylor is known for her research into the game known as 

EverQuest and how social play is used to understand the world surrounding these new 

worlds in her book, “Play Between Worlds”. EverQuest is a massive multiplayer online 

role playing game that is surrounded by social interactions and culture within its world. 

Pearce in, “Communities of Play”, her research falls upon several virtual worlds such as 

World of Warcraft and Second Life, both virtual worlds that feature a massive 

multiplayer experience with its own community and culture. World of Warcraft is a 

online game where players can create their own characters and interact with other online 

players to go on quests, raids, and socialize with others. Second Life is an online game 

where a player creates an avatar and live their life in a virtual world that can interact with 

other players who life out their “Second Life” in the virtual world. Pearce focuses on the 

research questions such as the emergence of cultures, games, and virtual worlds while 

also addressing the worlds that surround what can be best described as a global 

playground to experiment and have fun in. What separates the virtual worlds researched 

by Taylor and Pearce are how people interact with one another in a real-time based 

world. There are game worlds that can be classified as a virtual world, however if the 

experience is not online and cannot connect with players for interactions to occur, those 

worlds are closed off and considered single player worlds. Those virtual worlds are 

closed off from expansion and interactions that can allow social play. Since the time 

when Taylor and Pearce conducted their ethnographies of virtual worlds, there has been 

an important innovation that has impacted how these games need to be studied: the rise of 

live-streaming and video gameplay capture that affect how players learn to behave, 

communicate, and perform in these worlds.” 
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 Ethnography it is about trying to understand different cultural settings while 

learning to understand and immerse oneself in that environment. Schensul and LeCompte 

write that “Immersion involves socialization into the rules, rituals, practices, activities, 

organizations,” which in Player Unknown’s Battlegrounds (PUBG) means learning to 

play the game, learning accepted behaviors, ETC (1).To immerse oneself is to join and 

become part of the culture. Ethnographers are researchers who study any kind of 

community. Their study includes not only the real world, but also virtual worlds. T.L 

Taylor is an example of an ethnographer who studies virtual worlds in video games. For 

Taylor “the study of virtual worlds is driven by research questions” (Boellstorff 6). 

Research questions can be why is there social play in persistent environments? Taylor in 

her book, “Play Between Worlds”, asks questions such as social play in persistent 

environments, instrumental play and power gamers, where the women are, and whose 

game is this anyways (21, 67, 93, 125)? An ethnographer uses personal experience from 

an observational perspective to create a better understanding of the world they are 

studying. To successfully perform ethnography, a formal analysis of the virtual world is 

required and have a basic understanding of the topic. When the researcher is a player of 

the game, they can have a deep understanding of the world and their observation and 

personal experiences create a more in-depth qualitative approach. 

 

 Emergent behavior can best be described as types of behavior and interactions 

that emerge within a virtual world environment. To understand the types of behavior, 

Richard Bartle, creator and game designer of MUD, created a basic framework that 

models behavior. There is “achievement”, “exploration”, “socializing”, and “imposition 

upon others” (Bartle 3). Each player is fulfilling one or more of these types of behaviors 

within the virtual worlds. The virtual worlds all have a main goal that players can choose 

to follow in order to have a better gaming experience, however based off Bartle’s 

framework, players will generally enjoy fulling the four behaviors mentioned. There is 

pro-social behavior and anti-social behavior within virtual worlds. For example, pro-
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social behavior is positive behavior where players tend to do enjoy the virtual world 

gaming experience to explore, socialize, or find achievements in goals they set for 

themselves. Anti-social behavior are behavior that is negative, where players 

intentionally try to find ways to hamper other players while still using the four behaviors 

mentioned. In this study, I am focusing on the pro-social behavior where players are 

having a positive/good experience in their learning experiences of learning to behave, 

communicate, and perform. 

 

 As online competitive games continue to grow in popularity one genre has seen a 

quick rise in popularity: battle royale. Battle royale games feature a set number of players 

fighting against each other to be the last one surviving amidst the chaos that ensues. Up 

to one hundred players can participate in most battle royales and can either be played solo 

or in teams. There are currently several games that excel in the battle royal gene as of 

2017-2019 PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds, Fortnite, Apex Legends, and Call of Duty 

Black Ops 4.  When I would play PlayerUnknown Battlegrounds, several questions 

would come to mind before and after a match or from my observations as a player. How 

do players spend their time pre-lobby before a match of invincibility? In a game about 

killing people, why would a stranger go and ask me not to kill them and instead work 

with them? Why are players running around naked with no clothes on? Why are players 

wearing killer clown cosmetics to scare other players? These questions reminded me of 

how Taylor, Peace, Boellistroff, Meades, Walker, and many other literatures could be 

used to describe what I had been observing in my play sessions. If there was a reason 

why players would do the things I would ask questions about, I could have a deeper 

understanding for why certain behaviors where happening or emerging as a result to what 

I was seeing. 

 

 PUBG is played often on livestreams such as the Twitch platform. What makes 

PUBG a unique virtual world is not because of its massive online experience of a battle 

royale game, but because PUBG revolves arounds its players instead. Players are not only 

playing with one another within the virtual game world, but they are also being 
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influenced and being influenced by people outside the game as well. Livestreams allow 

performances to be made that go outside the game developers and creators had originally 

intended and thus have a sort of influence that makes PUBG a unique playground for 

different types of behavior to emerge as a result. There are three categories that I have 

identified after my observations and questions with emergent behaviors that I will be 

discussing in this study. The emergent behaviors are learning to behave, learning to 

communicate, and learning to perform. Learning to behave will answer why players 

behave in certain situations. Learning to communicate will answer why players who do 

use public all chat but instead use different communication means such as nonverbal 

communication like guns, emotes, or creating truces through the practice of social 

cohesion and reciprocity. Learning to perform will answer why live streamers perform 

for their audiences which have an influence on the community and spectators who watch. 

 

The Battle Royale Genre 

   

PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds (PUBG) is one of many battle royale games that 

had predecessors before it. Battle Royale, or Batoru Rowaiaru in Japanese, is a 2000 film 

in which a group of junior high schoolers are forced to fight to the death by the Japanese 

government in an alternate reality where the economy has collapsed, juvenile crime has 

exploded, and unemployment has soared. Inspired by the film, Brendan Greene (the 

creative director of PUBG) helped create a mod called DayZ for the 2009 game ARMA 

2—an open world military simulation video game that is developed and published by 

Bohemia Interactive for Microsoft Windows.  A modification (mod) is an alteration by 

players or fans of a video game. Mods allow changes to one or more aspects of a video 

on how it looks or behaves.  DayZ would officially be released on December 16, 2013, 

and later released on other platforms such as Xbox One and PlayStation in 2019. 

 

In late 2014, Greene was approached by Sony Online Entertainment to help create 

and consult with the development of a game called H1Z1. The type of development 

would result in two modes for the game called H1Z1: Just Survive and the battle royale 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fLK3hwsp2wg
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version H1Z1: King of the Kill in early 2016. However, the two projects, Just Survive 

and King of the Hill, would split with Just Survive dropping the H1Z1 name and King of 

the Hill becoming H1Z1 in October 2017. Later in 2016, Greene would leave Sony 

Online Entertainment to work with a Korean game studio, Bluehole. In June 2016, 

PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds was publicly announced with plans of having the game 

ready within a year. With the announcement, the game would appear on Steam under 

“alpha” and “beta” testing periods where players could buy the game while it was under 

development. To Bluehole’s surprise, the sudden interest in PUBG by the community 

exceeded their expectations. In December 2017 the game would eventually finish the 

“beta” period before becoming a fully-fledged PC game. PUBG is currently on PC, Xbox 

live on September 4th, 2018, and Playstation 4 on December 7th, 2018.  

 

In PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds, players must use resources scattered 

throughout the maps to increase their chances of survival. Resources include weapons 

such as assault rifles, sniper rifles, pistols, shotguns, weapon attachments, or protection 

like body armor and helmets that can be found in different locations. Other resources 

include transportation vehicles such as bikes, boats, and cars. like. Anything that a player 

might need to use against their enemies can be found somewhere on each of the game’s 

different maps. However, the resources are finite, meaning there is only a certain amount 

of each available resource. Thus, players and teams must utilize strategies to either 

acquire more items from other players to increase their survival rate of winning or die 

trying. The main objective of battle royale games is to win, using any and all means to do 

so, like its movie counterpart: Battle Royale. When starting PUBG, players can choose 

several different modes to play: Solo, Duo, Squad, and 1-man Squad. Solo mode is when 

a player chooses to play by themselves and face against 99 other players towards being 

the last survivor. In this mode, everyone is considered an enemy and how the battle 

royale is meant to be played. Duo mode is unique, because a player can team up with a 

friend or fellow player and work together against other duo teams. In duo mode, there are 

50 teams in total, with each team having two members per team. Squad mode takes 

teaming up further, by allowing 4 players to come together in a team to work 
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cooperatively. Only 25 teams are allowed in squad mode, mainly due to the 100-player 

limit. There is an exception to Squad mode though, which is 1-man Squad. When a lobby 

cannot fill the 25 team with enough players, players who choose to play 1-man Squad can 

fill in the remaining number for squads. The unique challenge when playing 1-man Squad 

is the fact that one player can fight in a mode where the odds can be 4 against 1. One of 

the reasons players choose to play 1-man squads is the challenge of downing multiple 

people and trying to kill a team instead of just individuals. There is a satisfaction of 

winning against overwhelming odds that players seek out. There is another mode that 

players can choose before clicking on the 4 modes I have mentioned. There is an option 

to play Third Person Perspective (TPP) or First Person Perspective (FPP). The only 

difference between TPP and FPP is the perspective. TPP has a view that allows players to 

view their characters fully. With TPP, a player can peek around corners in safety and also 

the option to change between TPP to FFP at any given time. However, by switching 

between the perspectives in TTP gameplay, players can consider this a handicap. In FFP, 

players are locked in a perspective that is similar to most First Person Shooter games 

(FPS). FFP means the view a player sees is the only view they have. The same view also 

applies to other players who play FFP mode. Thus if the player can see an enemy, the 

enemy can see the player. 
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Figure 1.1 View from PUBG Game Mode Select Screen
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PUBG, as of 2019, utilizes four maps in four different environments: Erangel, 

Miramar, Sanhok, and Vikendi. Erangel takes place on a large island with different 

terrains like giant mountains, forests, a smaller island known as military island, and small 

cities. Miramar is a map similar to Erangel; however, it takes place in a desert location 

that takes away most of the forest in exchange for difficult terrain, bigger cities, and more 

roads for vehicles. Sanhok is the smallest map of the four and takes place on a Southeast 

Asian rain forest type of island. There are more trees and fewer vehicles while having 

more cliffs, plateaus, and heavy vegetation for players to hide in or use as cover. Vikendi 

is a snow-based map and is considered the second largest map on PUBG. Unlike the 

other maps, part of the rivers is frozen along with snow vehicles to help traverse the 

difficult terrain. There are more diverse locations such a winery, castle, dinosaur park, 

and coal mines. 
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Figure 1.2 View from PUBG Map 
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Figure 1.3 View from PUBG Map 
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Figure 1.4 View from PUBG Map
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Figure 1.5 View from PUBG Map
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Like in the movie Battle Royale, if a certain amount of time elapses then an 

obstacle will force players to converge towards a specific location. In PUBG, there is a 

similar mechanic called “the Playzone”, also known as “The Circle” that harms players 

who stay outside this circle (“The Playzone. Gamepedia” – June 2019). The circle is 

designed to force players towards a new location or risk dying to this harmful field closes 

in on the circle. Without the circle, players would not have incentive to hunt other players 

or wait for other players in hopes of ambushes. The Playzone mechanic is used to help 

speed up the game. To give an example of how harmful the circle can be on Erangel, the 

type of circle is divided into 8 circle phases. Circle 1 has a 300 second countdown before 

the blue circle shrinks at a 22.8 m/s towards the white circle diameter of 4561.7 meters 

that damages players for 0.4 % who are outside the circle. For circle 1, the time until the 

blue meets the white line of the circle is 12 minutes. Circle 2 reduces in the time of the 

blue circle enclosure to 200 seconds, with the white circle having a diameter of 2967.1 

meters and the shrink rate being reduced to 11.4 m/s while causing .6% damage to the 

play caught in the blue circle. Each map’s PlayZone is different to accommodate the size 

and distance the players will have to traverse and to keep the game going at a moderate 

pace. PUBG matches usually last anywhere between 15-30 minutes, depending on the 

map. 

 

 As of 2017-2019, the trend of social gameplay of battle royales has reached 

record breaking numbers, such as number of players online at a time, streaming via 

Twitch and YouTube, merchandise, and how games today are played. Yet with 1.29 

million concurrent players playing daily, the types of players vary in battle royales 

(APPTrigger 2018). In a game mode where survival takes priority, resources are finite, 

and enemies are scattered throughout the map hunting to kill the player and their squad, 

what is the player to do? The goal of the game is to survive against overwhelming odds, 

yet players can instead choose to do unusual activities that are outside the usual norms 

and objectives set by PUBG. The focus of the study is the emergent behavior of why 

players tend to do certain activities outside of the established outline of the game.  
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Chapter 2 

2.1 Methodology 

Introduction to Methodology 

  

 PUBG takes place in a virtual world (VW), a world that is custom built within 

cyberspace that creates a simulated environment of the real world. Virtual worlds are 

populated by users using computers whom can interact with one another. In PUBG are 

three-dimensional models called avatars which the users control in the virtual world. 

Because I cannot physically be in a virtual world myself, I have to observe and interact 

from a player perspective. An ethnographer that is involved in the activities of their 

research begins to understand world around them and the culture that revolves around it. I 

use similar methods and apply it to the virtual world. My own personal experiences help 

me look for emergent behaviors within PUBG and allow me to differentiate what is usual 

behavior and behavior that stands out as unusual. 

 

 The problem as virtual world ethnographers is the need of archival evidence that 

shows additional examples of observations. Archival evidence is used to back up a claim 

that gives credibility to an ethnographer’s research study. I may experience certain 

behaviors however other players may experience something entirely different. Archival 

evidence is a data source, evidence that was found in the virtual world in that moment. 

The moment can be similar to multiple people at different times. Anyone can jump into a 

game of PUBG and play the game, except everyone experiences something different 

every time. No single game is ever the same and thus saving the moment of an unusual 

behavior helps an ethnographer, who plays the game, verify if their own experiences 

match with the archival evidence. 

 

 As for the different types of emergent behavior, the archival evidence must be 

consistent of the behavior. The archival evidence can show behavior that remains the 
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same over the course of time, or behavior that emerges due to a change in the virtual 

world’s parameters. By using VW ethnography in conjunction with archival evidence, 

many kinds of behavior can be observed and filtered for specific emergent behaviors. 

2.2 Mechanisms in Games That Allow for Social Play (Formal Analysis) 

 

Formal analysis of gameplay is a method that is used in many studies of games. In 

practice, a formal analysis of video games depends on playing a game and forming an 

understanding on how the game system works. Some examples of formal analysis study 

vary from aesthetics of games, deriving design patterns, or the study of 

psychophysiology. From an ethnographic perspective, the researcher who dives into the 

anatomy of the game and plays the game as a player should know more about 

fundamentals surrounding the topic.   

 

Each game has building blocks known as primitives. Primitives help define the 

game state, a concept to help refer to the game at a specific moment during play. 

Examples of primitives are components, actions, and goals. Lankoski and Björk reference 

Järvinen, “Components are the game entities that can be manipulated by players or the 

game system. Components can also be used to define the game space and provides the 

boundary of which game components cannot move outside” (Pg 25). In PUBG, there are 

several examples of game boundaries. On Erengal, the map is surrounded by water on the 

8x8 map. The water boundary prevents players for exploring past the vast ocean of the 

map, simply because there is nothing past the ocean and the blue circle will kill any 

player outside the Playzone should they attempt such a feat. Another example is 

Miramar, where the west and northern sides of the map is surrounded by mountain 

impassable to players or a border wall. Actions within the virtual world can be defined in 

three ways: “player actions, component actions, and system actions” (Lankoski and Björk 

Pg 25). Player actions are “the actions the players initiate” (Lankoski and Björk Pg 25). 

What this means is if a player moves around in the game, that action is considered a 

player’s actions. A player should complete control of their avatars in the virtual world 

within the game. In PUBG, players interacting with items on the ground such as 
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weapons, medical items, attachments, body equipment, anything that involves the player 

interacting with the world is considered part of the player’s action. “Component actions 

are actions which one perceives as coming from the components themselves” (Lankoski 

and Björk Pg 25). Take for example PUBG’s grenades. The player tosses a grenade and it 

rolls across a surface before coming to a stop and exploding. A grenade doesn’t just kill a 

player, the player takes damage from the grenade’s blast radius it has. “System actions 

are not perceived to originate from players or components” (Lankoski and Björk Pg 25). 

Instead they can directly affect both component actions and  a player’s action. A good 

example of system action is kicking a player off a server or banning them, thus 

preventing further gameplay. The system is in place for the reason to prevent misuse of 

players and abusing the system parameters. Lastly, goals are “descriptions what overall 

the conditions of the game state and the specific significance for the gameplay” 

(Lankoski and Björk Pg 25). Goals can be but not limited to, rewards, strategies, tactics, 

and obligatory or non-obligatory goals. In PUBG, the main goal is to survive and to be 

the last man or team alive. The reward of reaching such goal is the glorious chicken 

dinner, which is a term used. Players do not actually get a chicken dinner, as to why 

remains unclear even to players today. In my personal opinion, whenever I get a chicken 

dinner win in PUBG, I just get hungry for chicken to be bluntly honest. Remember that 

the goals are just conditions that is significant for the overall gameplay of PUBG. 

 

To successfully conduct a formal analysis, one needs to play a game carefully and 

repeatedly to understand how mechanics work with the virtual world. Each time the game 

is played, trying different options help create a better understand of how the game system 

works which results in better descriptions. In PUBG, understanding how physics works in 

the game allows players to understand the mechanics and interactions with the 

environment. For example, bullets do not always go straight when shooting from long 

distances. There is a term called bullet drop, where the bullet will no longer fly straight to 

a certain distance due to gravity. Thus when a player wants to kill an enemy at long 

range, PUBG offers realistic scopes that come in red dots, 2x, 3x, 4x, 6x, and 8x scope 

magnification. Whenever a player jumps, they should not suddenly start flying off into 
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space due to gravity, supposedly. PUBG tries to replicate the real world within its own 

virtual world, as PUBG is based off the real world with realistic combat. Which is why 

PUBG puts emphasis on sounds to be as accurate as their real life counterparts. For 

example, the different sounds an assault rifle will sound different from a bolt action 

sniper rifle. Players are more prone to be cautious of hearing a sniper rifle in the distance 

due to be possibility of being headshot. Hearing multiple assault rifles can alert nearby 

players of a firefight taking place. Even the cars in PUBG have their own sounds. 

Motorcycles, cars, trucks, even buggies allow for players to distinguish which vehicle is 

coming to help players react accordingly. However, as PUBG is a virtual world there are 

some things that cannot be explained which results in game mechanic of things that were 

unintended. Such examples are when a player dies, their bodies just fly into the air, or 

when cars collide with other objects, it explodes or flies into the air. These strange 

glitches or game breaking mechanics will lead to players to experiment within the virtual 

world. Description is key to helping the reader understand the how a conclusion was 

reached. 

 

Virtual World Ethnography 

 

The study uses a combination of virtual world ethnography and archival inquiries 

of saved videos, replays, and clips to filter through raw data and find cases of emergent 

behavior of players within PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds. A qualitative approach to 

analyzing this data is necessary to further expand and explain certain behaviors and why 

certain emergent behaviors arise. Ethnography can be described as understanding and 

learning about a social world by experiencing it. Qualitative research for ethnographers is 

more about trying to understand either the object or culture under study. Qualitative 

research is about the “culmination of comprehensive and rich accounts that stand on their 

own” (Boellstroff by et al. pg 40). A qualitative approach provides a more in-depth way 

to study and collect data from a player’s perspective. Ethnography can provide both a 

personal and deeper understanding of PUBG.  Ethnography is after all the study of 

different cultures in an environment. Thus in a way, Ethnography is a foundation that 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bz8n6GBAsys
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allows the ethnographer to see players behave in PUBG while the archival evidence that 

is found outside the game reaffirms what is seen. In short, archival evidence provides 

examples of player’s behavior for the ethnographer who is searching for specific 

behavior. Within the archival evidence a more in-depth analysis can be conducted, and 

certain player characteristics can be observed and documented. Such observations include 

how players react with one another or how certain situations create unique and funny 

outcomes.  

 

“Ethnographic research calls for engagement in direct learning through physical 

and social involvement in the field setting. Knowing, for ethnographers, is the first and 

foremost experiencing – by observing, building relationships, participating in 

conversations and daily activities of members of the community of study” (Schensul and 

LeCompte 27). An ethnographer cannot simply just play a few games of PUBG and hope 

to understand everything about the game. There is community revolving around the 

virtual world of PUBG that requires playing hours of the game. Even after playing, there 

is forums, social sites that provide additional information that an ethnographer cannot 

know by just playing. "Recording and reflecting upon the observations and experiences," 

such as understanding the settings, is why ethnographers must be careful (Schensul and 

LeCompte 27). A clear and thorough explanation can be only be achieved once an 

understanding has been established. Even when being careful and reflecting of the 

meaning of an experience, reflecting back to the reason for the observation can be a 

difficult process. The meaning of an experience can at times be lost in translation in 

understanding why an ethnographer is asking a research question in the first place. Direct 

learning activities help the ethnographer to become “more efficient within a social sphere 

of the group under study” (Schensul and LeCompte 27). “In every field situation, 

personal characteristics of the researcher play a role in facilitating or hindering the field 

experience and shifting the researcher’s positionality from “insider” to “outsider.”” 

(Schensul and LeCompte 28). Learning quickly to blend into an environment by 

engaging in typical behaviors helps minimize the ethnographer disruption of the ongoing 

interaction engagement with the world. By minimizing misunderstandings in the social 
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interactions between the researcher and the community, both sides find common ground 

and clear any misconceptions that can emerge. 

 

"Ethnographers often speak of the ethnographic research as the primary 

“instrument” of data collection" (Schensul and LeCompte 326). This quote is powerful, 

because this means the ethnographer, is an instrument. An instrument after all is an tool 

and like with any tool, it has a purpose that only it can fulfill. All information collected in 

a study can be subjected to opinions of researchers, or viewed from different perspectives 

on the information shared. In ethnographic research, an ethnographer must make stance 

toward the persons or organizations studied. Their research is based on what they see, 

experience, and their expertise in their field they are studying. Ethnographic research 

brings the potential to affect research questions, data collection and analysis, and how 

interpreting and understand the results found. Hence why an ethnographer is part of the 

process of data collection, an instrument that is best suited for the job. “Validity is 

essential to science’s most fundamental purpose—to faith-fully represent the world. 

Ethnography is a flexible methodology which allows ethnographers to use whatever tools 

are needed” (Boellstorff by et al. pg 38-39). 

 

“Ethnography has answered the need to account for emotions whilst maintaining 

academic rigor through a process known as reflexivity.” (Lankoski Pg 80). For example, I 

am studying PUBG as a bystander player who plays occasionally. I do not consider 

myself a professional player who plays in tournaments for money and makes a living off 

playing PUBG. I am maintaining my academic stance as an ethnographer who is a player 

observing the virtual world of PUBG only. I want to understand the culture of PUBG that 

can be observed from being a player. “Reflexivity means both having the capability and 

language necessary to justify the methodological, theoretical and practical/pragmatic 

steps undertaken during data collection and analysis and also the awareness of the 

researcher’s relationship to the field” (Lankoski Pg 80). I only use the tools, which is my 

in-gaming recording, to catch behavior that emerges ominously within PUBG and come 

to understand why it happens with explanations. 
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Being an outsider and observing the evidence allows for different perspectives to 

be made. In PUBG, there is more to the game than it being a battle royale. The game is 

about survival and being the last person or team remaining but the core gameplay itself is 

how to achieve success. Players find weapons, armor, healing items, to arm and defend 

themselves while trying desperately to survive. Using the tools found within the game, 

players are given free will to choose however they want to play. Freedom paves the path 

to creativity, which is one of the many reasons why particular types of behavior tend to 

emerge. By drawing upon sociology along with ethnography, certain behaviors and 

communications can be explain in detail and the reasoning behind certain behavioral 

actions. For example, why do players tend to throw apples and snowballs in the lobby 

area? Why do players tend to other ways of communication instead of talking? Why do 

players tend to make peace or alliances when they are enemies? Questions like these need 

to be explained through a personal experience of the game to create a deeper 

understanding of these behaviors. 

 

Archival Evidence 

 

 Archival evidence for an ethnographer is important because the data provides 

concrete evidence of showing exactly what an ethnographer is trying to explain. Archival 

evidence is like unfiltered information. Yet within the data source contains behavior that 

is easily overlooked if an ethnographer doesn’t understand what exactly they are looking 

for. Why would I, an ethnographer, need to look at unfiltered information from a data 

source that contains hundreds, if not thousands of hours of gameplay? To relate my own 

experiences playing PUBG with the unfiltered data source that can be found in the 

archival evidence. Thus connecting what I am seeing with evidence that had been 

recorded and shared on media outlets. Combining an ethnographer’s own personal 

experience and similar data they collect helps bridges a connection between what is being 

said and being shown. Archival evidence for videogames can be media outlets such as 

YouTube, Twitch, Reddit, and Wikipedia. YouTube contains thousands of hours’ worth 

of archival evidence that is preserved for all to watch and enjoy. The type of video varies 
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from casual players to youtubers who upload videos on a daily basis, providing both 

entertainment and gaming. Twitch is similar to YouTube except there is an interactive 

community where viewers can interact with the streamer. Twitch allows its streamers to 

provide their viewers access to special perks such as watching previous streams in their 

entirety while also engaging in support or talking with other viewers.  

 

 There is a difference between YouTube1 and Twitch that must be addressed. Each 

platform that saves their respective archival evidence uses different terminology. For 

example, Twitch has the option to take an airing livestream video and make what is 

called a clip, which can be best described as time stamps from the livestream. Clips are 

great for sharing everywhere, especially on sites such as Reddit and are great for 

capturing a funny moment. A highlight of a livestream is a cut section from a stream that 

has ended. The cut section can then be made into a separate video that can exported to 

platforms such as YouTube. Meaning that a clip can save up to 30 seconds of a specific 

time that stands above the rest of the video while a highlight is an edit with an x amount 

of time. For a YouTube video, a person can take a completed recording of a video and 

edit it as the creator sees fit. Unlike clips on the Twitch platform that can be temporarily 

saved, YouTube has the option to permanently save it on the site, until unknown factors 

deem the video to be taken down. For Twitch, factors that hinder the platform can be 

limited space a twitch streamer is given or not having access to Twitch exclusive 

services. Twitch also allows viewers to capture certain clips during a full livestream and 

share them instantly. Thus capturing the moment in small consumable bits at a time. 

Reddit is a forum site where the community comes together to share information, talk 

with one another, express their opinions, post screenshots, or create a new post. To find 

PUBG related subreddits, I used www.reddit.com/r/PUBATTLEGROUNDS. Data flows 

freely on all these platforms, and are available publicly. 

 

                                                 
1 Subscribe to PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds Offical YouTube Channel 

https://www.twitch.tv/directory/game/PLAYERUNKNOWN%27S%20BATTLEGROUNDS/clips?range=7d
https://www.reddit.com/r/PUBATTLEGROUNDS/comments/7rj8lq/ive_been_working_on_editing_funny_moment_videos/
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 Due to YouTube, Twitch, and Reddit having vast archival records and evidence 

available, there is too much raw information that needs to be sorted out. Being a virtual 

world ethnography gives me a certain insight when watching archival records and 

evidence. Because I spend my time observing behaviors within my PUBG matches while 

playing, I can understand what exactly happens in a video and events that led up certain 

moments. Ethnography depends on knowing a social world by experiencing and 

interacting in that world. Veteran players who have played PUBG for vast periods of time 

are quick to make comparisons to events that seen in archival records. Take for example 

cars being used to create an obstacle on a bridge. The veteran players would identify the 

action of the event to be bridge camping. Yet for regular players who play perhaps 

several matches within a week may see and might not understand fully why bridge 

camping with cars is effective. Which is why by playing in PUBG can an ethnographer 

begin to understand what they are seeing and create a concrete explanation why such 

events are evident in the archival records. By experiencing events as they unravel within 

the records is one of the many benefits that come from using ethnography’s qualitative 

approach. An ethnographer can observe certain patterns, habits, or actions that is shared 

within the evidence. Once the observations are done, then the ethnographer can then 

replicate or try to share the same experience from the evidence. The drawback, not 

everything can be replicated accurately or on a first attempt. Because ethnography is 

observation and personal experience, the raw qualitative information can be 

overwhelming. There can be too much evidence to properly sort out and filter what an 

ethnographer can use. Or an ethnographer’s own personal experience might outweigh the 

lack of evidence on what they are specifically looking for. The pros and cons of archival 

evidence is there can be too much evidence that is the same, or not enough of it to 

describe exactly what an ethnographer is trying to convey. Which is why quality and 

finding exactly what is needed within archival evidence is better than having just 

quantities of evidence that is relatively the same. 

 

With technology advancing through media and communication, one outlet of 

archival evidence is gaining popularity: game live streaming. Websites such as YouTube, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JQMv-rGFitg
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Twitch, Azubu, Hitbox.tv, and Mixer are all outlets similar to television. Viewers, 

broadcasters, and audience members can all tap into different pleasures brought about 

from media with outlets such as streaming. Austin Walker makes mention to Smith, 

Borist, and Wright’s article “Live-streaming Changes the (Video) Games. “There are 

three types of game streaming: e-sports (where viewers watch to see skilled competition 

and ESPN-Style play analysis); speedrunning (in which “speedrunners” demonstrate 

surprising ways to complete games with remarkable quickness); and “Let’s play” (which 

can be informative, critical, or humorous playthroughs of a game) (2013: 132-133)” 

(Walker 437). For clarification, “the video game live-streaming community is not unified 

in content or practice but rather technology” (Smith et al. Pg 132). Not all live-streamers 

are live-streaming the same games, for the same reasons or to the same audience. Each 

live-streamer is performing for a specific type of spectator that helps the streamer create 

content. For PUBG, there are many live-streams on Twitch that streamers stream for their 

targeted audience. There is no same reason for multiple streamers to give the exact same 

content for different kinds of audiences. Which makes the three categories of 

speedrunning, let’s play, and e-sports unique types of game streaming. For the purpose of 

this research the main focus of live-streaming will be crossover of let’s play and e-sports 

for emergent behavior. 

 

PUBG thrives upon players playing the game and streamers streaming content 

about the game. Streamers help provide and feed the audience that might want what a 

streamer can provide. Because PUBG is streamed daily on streaming sites, viewers and 

spectators who are intertest in different types of content will watch. Yet why are 

spectators an important part of streaming? One of the reasons could be because of the 

streamer themselves. Was it because they did something silly in the game or was a 

mistake the streamer made simply funny to watch? Different types of spectators are 

attracted to different types of entertainment. Perhaps the spectators flock to a specific 

streamer is more than because they were funny or doing silly things? Or instead, the 

streamer did certain actions, or behaved in such as way that is simply curious in nature. 

There are several types of reasons why a spectator watches a streamer that can answer 
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these questions. Smith, Borist, and Wright reference Cheung and Huang’s analysis of a 

spectator’s incentives to watch e-sports rather than playing the games themselves. “A 

spectator might be a mix of multiple persona, of the nine which are listed, I will be using 

four of the following: The Curious (This persona is interested in filling knowledge gaps 

they have with the game), The Inspired – (This persona is keen to play the game after 

watching a match, perhaps attempting strategies they saw or purely because they are 

interested in the game), The Entertained (The entertained is more or less the opposite of 

The Unsatisfied; they find watching entertaining in itself, not as a weaker form of 

playing), and The Crowd (The Crowd persona details the delight in spectating as a 

group). For live-streamers, being able to understand which spectator to appeal too is 

crucial in being successful on a live-streaming platform. The four personas of spectators 

mentioned can fall into e-sports, speedrunning, and “Let’s Play” categories at any time.” 

(Smith by et al. Pg 132). Streamers who stream PUBG try to reach to a specific crowd of 

spectator. “Let’s play” attracts The Entertained and The Curious because Let’s play 

allows the spectator to first: Watch without playing and two: allowing the spectator who 

are interested in learning more about the game to watch. Two examples of PUBG 

streamers are Chocotaco2 and WackyJack1013. Both streamers have communities around 

their channel but at the same time appeal to the four persona of spectators mentioned. 

They do so in a creative way that appeals to their audience. Thus the type of spectator 

helps influence the type of behavior that results in learning to perform for the streamer.  

 

 Highlights are edited video from a live broadcast or recording which can be saved 

or exported. Most content creators use highlights to share their experiences of a 

livestream with media outlets so that viewers can watch, comment, or judge accordingly. 

On Twitch, viewers can watch previous live streams that are saved in the creator’s video 

library. The library contains all raw video footage that is unedited and recorded during a 

session. On YouTube, highlights are videos that a creator has made and uploaded to the 

site. Most YouTube highlights are edited for entertainment purposes by the creator and 

                                                 
2 Visit chocoTaco’s YouTube channel at https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSri6c58uWro3kLTlcuFlVA 
3 Visit WackyJack 101 at https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfK7qpS954pk14YvDCsWCuw 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZbjARcwHFZs
https://youtu.be/fCEBtr_AcI8?t=32
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vary in length time. There are some video highlights that can be exported from Twitch on 

to YouTube and retain all raw unedited footage. 

 

 For clarification, there is a difference between a highlight video and a clip. A clip, 

associated to the Twitch platform, are short videos that vary between 30 to 60 seconds. 

Clips are used to capture certain moments within a highlight, usually funny or incredible 

feats. Twitch clips are handy to share the special moments that are easy to digest and 

consume, compared to highlights that are long in length. Because clips are very short and 

to the point, most short videos involving clips can be turned into gifs, soundless playable 

pictures that can be shared online. 

 

 Gifs on the other hand usually renders without the use of special players like 

Javascript or Flashplayer. Thus on sites like Reddit, gifs are great for sharing short 

looping clips without the sound. Gifs also have the function to replay endlessly without 

the need of hitting the replay button on a clip or video. Short and to the point, gifs are 

mostly handy for forums and chatting. Clips are better than gifs because they capture a 

moment with sound. Thus when posting on sites like Facebook, sound can play while 

watching the clip. Highlights are archival evidence that is persevered for all consumers to 

watch and enjoy on sites like YouTube, Twitch, and other streaming sites. 

 

Collection Methods 

 

 “Online sources such as forums and wikis can be vital sources of archival 

knowledge, particularly for learning about the origins and early history of a virtual 

world” (Boellstroff by et al. Pg 120). Consider today’s PUBG, all the vast 29 patches that 

have been update to May 22, 2019. The earliest history of patch notes begin on December 

21, 2017 with Steam news of the game exiting early access. Without wikis such as 

“https://pubg.gamepedia.com/Patch_Notes”  that archives each patch note, the archival 

knowledge of progress within the game would be lost to the internet. Whether it be 

capturing screenshots, video, or audio, each media source is an valuable asset to learning 
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or preserving a culture. For an ethnographer, “participant observation and archival 

research reflects ethnography’s emphasis on qualitative methods” (Boellstroff by et al. Pg 

126). When observing video sources, an ethnographer can use their own recording of 

their finding to help provide qualitative sources or online sources that relate or reinforce 

their findings. Screenshots also help capture a specific moment or event that occurs that 

can then be shared across multiple media outlets such as Facebook, Reddit, or YouTube. 

I mentioned how I did my own personal collection process. PUBG is extensive and 

finding exactly what I need is even harder when trying to remember exact timelines of 

when a particular event occurred during a specific time. However, screenshots and videos 

are uploaded with a year and date if observing carefully. For example, looking just at the 

differences such as the Heads Up Display (HUD), I can narrow down when certain 

changes took place because of my vast 1,500 plus hours of gameplay. A good 

ethnographer will use credible sources, which in my case is the PUBG.gamepedia notes, 

that can be backed with evidence links to the Steam page and explain the timeframe of 

why certain events occur over a period of time. 
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Figure 2.1 View from my Steam
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Different perspectives bring different viewpoints that can be seen in recorded 

player-generated information and online gaming communities, game-related information 

practices, and analyzing games as information systems are some examples towards 

studying video games (Lankoski and Björk Pg 57). Without information to read or watch, 

players cannot begin to understand what they need in order to succeed at tasks, improve 

one’s skills, or just being cautious of game breaking mechanics that can result in unusual 

game deaths. By facilitating game research and answering how gameplay behavior is 

impacted by player interactions with online discussion boards, wiki, Twitch, YouTube, 

and in-game voice chat, a better understanding can be produced as a result. 

 

Online gaming communities and new media are invaluable sources of information 

to review and study. Discussion boards such as Reddit and Wiki sources are examples of 

how online gaming communities come together to discuss and talk. Whenever a new 

weapon or questions over certain topics relating to the game, there is a source that leads 

to an answer. The source leads to an archive in which puts emphasis on analysis essential 

to aspects of both material coverage and how they are employed for others. 

 

 With new media such as Twitch and YouTube, there is video archives that is 

easily accessible to the public. Videos outlets help capture when the impossible become 

possible. Whether it be an almost impossible headshot or two cars colliding together and 

are sent flying halfway across the map in PUBG. The reason why two cars colliding with 

one another goes back to the game physics that is part of the mechanics of PUBG. For 

many patches, the developers could not understand what was causing cars to fly into the 

air when colliding with objects or why cars would merge together before then exploding 

into a fiery mess. Because of all the funniest fails in PUBG videos there were coming out 

on media sites, developers were able to eventually find fixes to these game mechanics 

and improve the world of PUBG to replicate its real world counterpart. Course not all the 

mechanics within PUBG have been fixed but the game in its current form of patch #29 is 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S_x_ITItOgw
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functional (“Patch Notes: Update #29 – 5/22/19”). The practices of information 

production, consumption, and sharing in game-related new media environments have 

distinct archive-like diachronic and asynchronous qualities. What better way to find 

information than new media outlets to view constantly and discuss.  

 

 

 Preforming Ethnography in PUBG 

 

“Ethnographic is a flexible methodology, and ethnographers devise and use 

whatever tools are needed for the job” (Boellstroff Pg 39). In PUBG, I cannot find certain 

behaviors that qualify to be an emergent behavior at times. However, if I need examples 

of what could be potential examples of emergent behavior, I can explore websites and 

enter in keywords like behavior to help narrow my search. An ethnographer uses 

whatever tools at their disposal, which is why this quote is very important in my 

collection process. Qualitative methods are empathized by ethnographers, however there 

are at times when a quantitative approach is required. One of the challenges dealing with 

qualitative data is to successfully translating the data to readers without losing context. 

Hence why the collection methods are an important part to ethnographers, by giving the 

reader concrete examples of the topic under discussion. I need to give my readers both 

examples and evidence that I find within PUBG with qualitative data that matches with 

the data found from my sources. What I see and explain to my readers must be easy 

enough to see and relate to another example I present from my sources. “Ethnographers 

scrupulous attention to nuance and detail, the consistency and validity derived from 

months of immersive data collection, and rigorous contextual, historical embedding of 

the analysis situate their work well beyond the anecdotal” (Boellstroff Pg 41). Which is 

why as I give my examples and explain my collection process in this section, I am not 

taking into account just a certain point within PUBG’s timeline. I take into account the 

progress of time from when I started playing during beta, all the way towards patch #29 

at the time of this thesis (“Patch Notes: Update #29 – 5/22/19”). 
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 I have been playing PUBG since the early beta phase during mid 2017. As a 

player, I have seen PUBG change throughout the years into its current patch #29 (“Patch 

Notes: Update #29 – 5/22/19”). PUBG caught my eye because during 2017, battle royales 

were on a roll in becoming very popular. What caught my interest was the realistic nature 

of the guns and the environment. Like any curious gamer, I decided to play to PUBG 

through the beta phase, even with all its flaws and bugs. However, looking back now on 

my early experiences of the game, the memories I made were wonderful. I meet several 

people whom I still continue to play with even today because of the in-game 

communications and odd behaviors that I will mention in this thesis. Oddly enough, these 

strange behaviors that lead me to my allies today are part of the reason why I wanted to 

do this thesis over PUBG. During my progress in my master’s program, I learned from 

Dr. John Velez about social cohesion and communication interaction. He gave me the 

direction of how this literature could be applied to PUBG. Later on Dr. Bobby Schweizer 

would help introduce to me Ethnography, which is the study of cultures within worlds. In 

my case, PUBG is a virtual world and as a player who constantly interacts within this 

world, becoming an ethnographer only seemed fitting for this line of work. 

 

 PUBG has been around for over two years since its official release date in 

December 21,2017 at the time of this writing. “Personal experience is part of the 

ethnographic research, but the converse is not true: ethnographic research is not just 

personal experience nor is it simply the recording of firsthand experience” (Boellstroff by 

et al. pg 43). Personal experience allows the ethnographer to provide their analytic 

expertise in understanding the data. Hence why a qualitative approach using personal 

experience helps create a better understanding in bridging any misconceptions about the 

topic. Simply researching a topic and becoming proficient in how something works is not 

enough to have a complete understanding. Only by experiencing and interacting with the 

research being done can a deeper, thorough understanding be full established. Thus an 

ethnographer who provides a thorough explanation through personal experience can 

emphasize more on the topic and deeper understanding in why certain things occur within 

the world.  As a player, I have accumulated over 1,555 hours within PUBG and played 
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over 2,500 matches minimum as of May 27, 2019. The hours I’ve played are divided 

between the modes I mentioned early on, TPP and FPP. Due to my allies’ playstyles, I 

have to play between the two modes on either duos or squads. Thus as an ethnographer 

who observes cultures for long periods of time, I can whole heartedly say I have more 

than enough experience within the game to be qualified in understand PUBG and its 

culture. Not to mention because I play between different modes on nearly a daily basis, I 

can see and comprehend certain distinguishes between behaviors in certain modes such as 

a player playing TPP verses another player playing in FPP. Whenever I make mention of 

a specific date with a patch number, the reason is because a certain behavior that 

happened during that time that carries over constantly with the topic. Thus when a new 

map is released, or when certain changes from a patch change the game, there will be 

changes to how players learn to behave, communicate, or perform. I have experienced 

every change within PUBG with its community. As I describe an example that is not my 

own, but then follow up with my own personal evidence, this is because I can relate to 

the archival evidence. 

 

 When recording in-game videos, I use the GeForce Experience video capture 

setting to specify the quality of my recordings and catch any in-game sounds and voices 

within PUBG. For the highlights I use for this thesis are just collected scenes of captured 

video content that I extract from my longer matches. I do not use Twitch Livestreaming 

simply because I am just a player who is also an ethnographer. Not to mention clips can 

be added into highlights videos, which is easier in my explanations later on. Thankfully, 

the allies I have made in PUBG also tend to also record some of my matches that show 

incredible gameplay or highlighted epic moments captured which they show to their 

audience on platforms like Youtube.  

 

 When viewing and collecting evidence on my own time, I don’t go into PUBG 

looking for emergent behavior every time. If I have that mindset for every match, I would 

waste many hours looking for something that might not even happen within a certain 

match. PUBG matches can last between 15-30 minutes per match or even sooner 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=27U3g8xxmcc&feature=em-uploademail
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depending on how fast a player can die. At times I tend to record matches that only last 5 

minutes from pre-lobby up until dropping on a map. In my 2 TB hard drive, I create 

separate folders that contain separate content. After playing a day’s worth of matches, I 

will go through my previous videos and search for any unusual behavior that I stumbled 

across during a match. If I do find such content, I put them in a PUBG Emergent 

Behavior that I created and keep the whole video there. Thus separating the mass video 

files from the videos that I need to edit into highlights. Then I name the file based on 

what I found within the video. It can be called the circle snake, a new friend, or emote 

lobby where everyone is using emotes. I try to name the file relating to a certain kind of 

emergent behavior to make my collection process easier to sort. I am not trying to capture 

every possible emergent behavior that arises within PUBG. Instead, I am recognizing 

certain kinds of behavior that fit the idea that players are “learning” what to do from one 

another. Players “learning” to behave with one another, their environment, their 

invincibility. Players “learning” to communicate with emotes, weapons, and giving items 

to one another to create temporary truces with one’s enemies. Players “learning” to 

perform for an audience by livestreaming, inspiring spectators and audiences alike with 

their performance and such. These are the kinds of behavior that I am recognizing and 

studying. 

 

 In-game content is not the only source I use to gather my archival evidence. I can 

record and see all sorts of things but an ethnographer uses any whatever tools needed for 

the job. Thus I search online forums to search deeper for other kinds of behaviors that are 

not normal within the community in terms of play. Looking for emergent behavior is 

different from finding emergent behavior. Anyone can look for a certain behavior via 

archival evidence, the data is either filtered into a funny video or part of a video that has 

been edited off a full stream. My best source to look for emergent behavior is two 

YouTube channels PUBG WTF and PUBG TV. These two channels take submissions of 

player’s experiences they find, come across, or discover and share them with the channel. 

The player’s moments can humorous, highlight high skill level, and demonstrate a wide 

variety of events that can occur when players interact with one another. The channel has 
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records of PUBG videos ranging from September 6, 2017 to today’s current events within 

the game.  

 

 Another online source I use to help me find other kinds of behavior in PUBG is 

the official PUBG Reddit site, https://www.reddit.com/r/PUBATTLEGROUNDS/. For 

example, if I see people forming a snake in the game lobby, I can check search 

r/PUBATTLEGROUNDS to find discussions talking or posting highlights, twitch clips, 

or gifs relating to snake. Not everything I search for within subreddit will appear but the 

specific behaviors I tend to search for will appear: cheaters, streamers, costumes, 

essentially almost anything relating back to PUBG. There is also the official PUBG 

twitter account, https://twitter.com/PUBG, which players can tweet with gifs and links to 

various content about PUBG. I tend to steer away from twitter simply because some 

replies can be over 400 comments and not everything is related to what I am looking for. 

Thus the data collection becomes more quantitative of raw unfiltered information than 

qualitative research. Which is why I am using Reddit, Youtube, Twitch, and my own 

personal recording to address certain topics. 

 

 As I look through my own recording and follow up with online sources on what I 

tend to experience, I discovered a common trend. Players tend to do one of three things: 

behave, communicate, and performance. My own videos contain behaviors that fit these 

three behaviors. I decided to categorizes these behaviors as learning to behave, learning 

to communicate, and learning to perform. As an ethnographer, I wanted to answer the 

questions of why players and the community do these behaviors and why they emerge 

within PUBG. 

  

https://www.reddit.com/r/PUBATTLEGROUNDS/
https://twitter.com/PUBG
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Chapter 3 

3.1 Emergent behavior in PUBG 

 

PUBG is only one of many virtual worlds that revolve around the battle royale 

genre of gaming. What separates PUBG from Call of Duty Black Ops 4, Fortnite, and 

other games is with the progression of time and updates, unique behaviors emerge that 

would normally be overlooked or go unnoticed. What I am looking for is emergent 

behavior that is outside of the goal orientated objectives. The main goal in battle royale 

games is to be the last one standing out of 100 players, yet players within this virtual 

world choose to deviate from this goal and as a result, new inventive gameplay is born. I 

am not looking for people who are just aiming solely to win, since that mindset and 

behavior is to abide to the goal and objective of the battle royale genre. I am looking for 

curiosity, players and activities that test the limitations of PUBG’s Virtual world. The 

curiosity I seek to explore and understand includes learning how to behave in a virtual 

world, in forms such as counterplay, nonverbal player interaction, truces with enemy 

players, entertaining stream audiences, non-goal orientated challenges, and new creative 

game modes.  

 

 

Introduction to Emergent Social Behavior 

 

 The evidence of emergent social behavior I have chosen while conducting my 

virtual world ethnography fits into three main themes: Learning to Behave, Learning to 

Communicate, and Learning to Perform.  

 

 In Learning to Behave, I use four examples that display concrete evidence of 

players exhibiting behavior that is not towards winning, but behavior resulting in 

different ways of playing and entertaining themselves. This includes the Snake Trail, 

throwing apples and snowballs, Costumes/Skins and player behavior, and cliff-

diving/running away in pre-match lobbies. These examples occur during the pre-match 

lobbies or before a game starts. The only exception is the costumes/skins due to the 
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costumes carry over into gameplay which plays towards learning how to behave in a 

virtual world. The examples I use for costumes/skins involves a few jump scares for 

entertainment purposes rather than trying to win the game. 

 

 In Learning to communicate, I use four examples showing how players learn to 

communicate in the virtual world for purposes besides just reaching the end of the match. 

I go into depth of why players create temporary truces and what type of behaviors that 

emerge as a result. One of examples is teaming with other players to take down a cheater, 

or better known as counterplay. This is a common occurrence that has been apparent 

since patch #1 (“Patch Notes: Update #1 – 12/21/17”). However, there are instances 

where players create temporary truces simply because they want to have fun, bending the 

rules of the system because they can. Thus counterplay and reciprocity play important 

factors in the emergent behavior in learning to communicate. With the introduction of 

“emotes” in patch #7, players can use nonverbal communication with “emotes” (“Patch 

Notes: Update #7 – 3/12/18”). Learning how to communicate in nonverbal ways ties into 

how reciprocity works and thus how I am looking at behavior that emerges from 

communication. 

 

 In learning to perform, I use three examples that tie back to streaming and how 

streaming plays an important role in emergent behavior of performance. There are 

streamers that not only play PUBG to win, but rather to entertain their viewers and why 

they create content. Because of the activities the streamers show on their streams, several 

types of play emerge as a result. Some of these types of play that emerge is the naked 

challenge, where players participate in the battle royale but without clothes and test 

themselves to see how far they go without playing traditionally. Because of the example 

of the naked challenge, different modes were eventually introduced to PUBG as a result 

such as zombie mode. So instead of having a battle royale where 100 players try to kill 

each other, a limited number of normal players must face off against X number of other 

players wearing nothing and try to survive against the horde of undead players. Thus, 
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showing an emergent behavior resulting from non-goal oriented performance for an 

audience. 

 

3.2 Learning how to Behave 

 

Virtual worlds research is not always understood or valued. T.L Taylor mentions in, 

“Ethnography and Virtual Worlds” that virtual worlds are “places” and have a sense of 

worldness (Pg 7). What this means is that a virtual world is a place with multiple 

locations where people can interact with one another or the world. The virtual should be 

viewed as a world that has rules and behavioral norms associated to the world. So, one of 

the questions I ask is, in PUBG how does one learn to behave in a virtual world? 

 

Learning how to be a Snake  

 

 Having played PUBG since early beta up until the current patch 29, I have 

witnessed all sorts of behavior that is fascinating and surprising (“Patch Notes: Update 

#29 – 5/22/19”). For example, take a lobby of players waiting for a match to start. On the 

island of Erangel, there is a specific point known by players as the “starting island”. On 

the starting island, players will notice the island having a crashed plane, bunkers, run 

down buildings, and ocean water everywhere. No players could die though, simply 

because the starting island was a lobby for the players to wait until the room filled with 

the maximum 100 players. Due to patch #3 that was implemented on January 24th, 2018 

“guns no longer spawn on the starting island” (“Patch Notes: Update #3 - 1/24/18”). On 

Erengal, I have participated in what I call the “snake trail”, where players crawl with their 

avatars and follow the head of the snake. In my video, the time took place during patch 

#22 during October 17, 2018. The snake trail today has become much different than in 

the past. Anyone can start this snake trail however getting the lobby to participate is 

harder than it seems. Once a certain amount of players is reached within the waiting 

lobby, a 60 second countdown begins before the match starts. Thus if a players wants to 

start a snake trail, they must start before the countdown begins. Before the “public (ALL) 

https://youtu.be/1zfnD-Q9Eag
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5_GGsMvFRa8&list=PLtGVGzpwT_2PfVYfaCXJMVpAfvKzahAZs&index=12&t=7s
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chat being disable4d until one minute into the game” in patch #23, players could 

communicate with each other and chant a phrase to encourage other players to join in 

(“Patch Notes: Update #23 – 10/24/18”). Up until patch #1, the snake trail had become a 

popular lobby activity to do simply because of the time crunch (“Patch Notes: Update #1 

– 12/21/17”). In order to create this snake trail, players had to say  repeatedly was “I’m a 

snake” in public voice chat. Another method to create this snake trail was going prone 

and having another player be prompted to do the same. In squads, if there is coordination 

with the team, the squad could go prone and prompt other players to do the same. There 

is no chat logs or sections for players to type messages in PUBG matches to tell everyone 

to start a snake trail though. During beta times of PUBG before patch #1 in December 21, 

2017, Erangel was the only map playable on PUBG. The game at the time was still in its 

early stages, hence the chaos and why players were so eager to do things while waiting in 

the lobby. Because the game was also new at the time, everyone was learning how to 

behave, what could be possible before the 60 second countdown, and to have fun before 

actually having fun in the battle royale game.  

 

 The study of the virtual world is driven by research questions, so why do players 

try to create the snake trail time and time again? One of the reasons is the visual appeal, 

hence why there are videos on YouTube with hashtags snake trail. Spectators who watch 

YouTube videos such as the Curious and the Inspired will pick up such appeals and want 

to try it themselves. All players who enter a new virtual world of games learn the norms 

and behavioral activities within that world simply by observing others and by imitating 

them. To be able to want to create a snake trail and see how many random strangers can 

join in on what seems like randomness for some people, but fun to others. By 

communicating with others by simply chanting “I’m a snake” and the temporary sense of 

behaving like a snake that becomes a human centipede with others can feel exciting. 

Every time I see a snake trail forming, I rush into the group and join in simply because 

the sight is amazing and very hard to pull off if done suddenly and within the 60 second 

                                                 
4 This video belongs on my channel at https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3-4rzgA_5p3SgKbFJpl4_A 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nM64uOoyVWY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nM64uOoyVWY
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countdown. There is no negatives when creating the snake trail and players learn to come 

together to create incredible activities within a virtual space.  

 

 The reason I look towards this behavior is because how often do players come 

together in such a random activity? There is no goal that requires players to come 

together to create a snake trail or imitate others. PUBG is a virtual world that allows 

research questions about emergent behavior to be explored and how throughout the years 

the slow changes players face in continuing an activity that had started back in before 

patch #1 was implemented in December 2017. As an Ethnographer observing and 

interacting with the community, I can understand why when a new player joins PUBG 

and sees a snake trail, their first reaction is to imitate other players in that activity. The 

sight is visually amazing and fun while being part of the behavior norm of the virtual 

world.  

 

Learning to throw apples grenades and snowballs 

 

 The study of virtual worlds is driven by research questions, yet in what ways are 

the questions asked? If learning to behave is considered part of the learning process in the 

virtual world, then what behavior is considered emergent behavior? 

 

 Back in January 24th, 2018, patch #3 introduced “multiple pre-match starting 

areas to help optimize the server and game client performance” (“Patch Notes: Update #3 

– 1/24/18”). This included remove weapons on the starting island before the match 

started. I remember when I would wait in the pre-match lobby and quickly try to grab a 

weapon and try to shoot my other players before another player would do the same to me. 

To me, it was an activity to do before the match started and it was fun. The guns at the 

starting island would have every gun currently found on Erangel and allowed players to 

use and test them. However, having the guns in the pre-match lobby caused problems. 

Having guns spawn on the map put a heavy load on the pre-lobby and in patch #3 notes, 

by removing the guns helped “optimized the server and game client performance” 
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(“Patch Notes: Update #3 - 1/24/18”). Hence forth patch #3 was necessary. Thus because 

of this change, the snake trail grew in popularity to find ways to occupy the waiting time 

before a match started. Hence the chaotic pre-lobby madness somewhat going down in 

terms of not using guns, but more towards the public chat craziness instead which will be 

explained in another section. 

 

 Jump forward five months to June 19th, 2018, patch #15, when the third map 

“Sanhok” is introduced (“Patch Notes: Update #15 - 6/19/18”). Because of multiple pre-

match starting areas are on every new map, players will never know where they will be 

spawned in the pre-match lobby. One particular change that was added to the gameplay 

for pre-match lobby was the introduction of a very unique item: apples. Remember that 

patch #3 “removed guns” which was an item that was available during the pre-match 

lobbies (“Patch Notes: Update #3 – 1/24/18”). When apples were introduced, players 

went crazy in finding ways to use the apples in the new map. To elaborate, the apples 

take similar characteristics of a grenade but without the explosion parts or damaging 

other players. For new and old players, having an item instead of nothing brought new 

ways to experiment and learn to play around in pre-lobby. There is a limit of twenty 

apples each player has in the pre-match lobby, unless another player drops their apples 

then a player could acquire more. 

 

 As both an ethnographer and player to the PUBG community, I was pretty excited 

to see a new map and apples when patch #15 was released (“Patch Notes: Update #15 – 

6/22/218”). The moment I realized I had apples upon spawning in Sanhok, I was 

compelled to throw my first apple at the closet person to me. As my apple hit my 

opponent, I felt joy of being able to use something so harmless and yet have the 

satisfaction of hitting them with a small item. In the all voice chat, I can also hear others 

having the same satisfaction as my own in my headphones. As I observed other players 

who spawned near me, I noticed some players dodging the apples being thrown at them. 

Players would either lean to the left, right, or crouch to duck out of the way of the apples. 

From a simple game of hitting a player with an apple soon turned into a game like 
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dodgeball but with apples. The funny dodges were when players would either try to jump 

over the apples through at them or punch the apple with a superman punch. At times, 

other players and I would try and see if we could get our apples to collide in mid-air. In 

our attempts, we would waste a fourth of our apples before getting the timing right. Other 

times I would throw my apples straight up into the air and then throw another one, just to 

see where both apples would end up falling once they collided. I did try to throw my 

apples at other people’s apples in the air sometimes. But that challenge was way harder 

and my motivation to continue would vanish instantly. 

 

 This would not be the only map that would have an item such as the apple in pre-

match lobbies. On December 7th, 2018, patch #24, a new map, Vikendi would introduce a 

new item: the “snowball” (“Patch Notes: Update #24 – 12/19/18”). Unlike apples which 

bounce of other players when thrown, snowballs tend to create a sticky snow effect like 

in real life. For example, you throw a snowball at a person, snow sticks to that person. 

Throw a snowball at a wall and the snow sticks to the wall as a result. Essentially, players 

are having a snowball fight within a game similar to reality. For a snow map, having 

snowballs makes sense, as Sanhok is a forest like map which would produce apples. 

 

 As a player, I would tend to find either my teammate or a random player and 

throw as many snowballs at them as I could. Each player is given 20 snowballs to throw 

or do as they so please. One observation I would notice is players would try to cover 

another player with as much snow as possible. Almost as if trying to turn a player into a 

snowman using only snowballs. Then again, having snowballs on a snow map really 

ignites the urge to want to have a good ole snowball fight before everyone begins to play 

seriously. A fun way to have fun before a match since snowballs do no damage too. The 

snow would melt away after several seconds or if too many snowballs are thrown at a 

time. 

 

 Because apples and snowballs are very similar to grenades, a player can throw or 

under toss an apple at another player. Hence why players would either lean to the left or 
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right to avoid an apple without moving. In some starting zones there will stone structures 

and plenty of trees nearby. Players will tend to move to the stone structures and create 

challenges/taunt other players to hit them with the limited apples given to every player. 

The apples and snowballs used in the starting zone are also a very good way of practicing 

one’s throws and under toss without the worry of exploding, unlike with grenades. 

 

 Having an item in pre-match lobby creates initiative, creativity, and a reason for 

players to look for ways to have fun while occupying their time. Who wouldn’t want to 

throw apples or snowballs in a virtual world. From my personal experience, if I tried 

throwing a real apple at some random stranger in the real world, I would most likely get 

something thrown back at me with repercussions. Same goes on a snow day, if I threw a 

snowball at a random person the results would have similar effects. The beauty of a 

virtual world is players can learn to do things within this space that one would not 

normally do in the real world. Thus throwing apples, throwing snowballs, heck even 

before patch #3 where players had access to guns, no one was getting hurt due to the 

invincibility in the pre-match lobby (“Patch Notes: Update #3 – 1/24/18”). Players can 

behave and do things they would not normally do outside the virtual world. There is a 

freedom that can be exploited within the virtual world that can be easily overlooked as 

strange, out of place, or maddening in some cases. Thus, as an ethnographer who 

observes many kinds of behaviors whenever I play PUBG, I can understand why players 

display such behaviors within the game. 

 

Experimenting with Game Mechanics While Invincible 

 

 In pre-lobby, the fear of death is nonexistent. A player can do actions and behave 

in ways which normally, within the match, attempting to jump or dropping from extreme 

heights would normally kill a player. In some pre-lobbies on the four maps, a player will 

spawn where there is nearby water. Players can even choose to jump into the water and 

dive as far down as possible without dying. Learning the limitations of what a player can 

do in pre-lobby helps carry into the main match of what not to do. And yet, players will 
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find ways to take this type of behavior into matches in risky plays where the results are 

either failure or success. Unusual as this may be, seeing such feats being pulled off is 

both fascinating and yet questionable at times. 

 

Erangel has the starting island, Miramar has desert prisons, and Sanhok has plateaus 

to jump off from dangerous heights. Erangel’s starting island is surrounded by sea and 

due to being so far away from the main map, swimming to shore is near impossible task. 

The reason why the task is near impossible is because the moment a player enters the 

starting island, they have a limited amount of time before either the lobby fills up to 100 

players or the 1-minute countdown begins. The task is possible though if the player count 

stays below a certain number, thus allowing the player to swim to the main map island. 

However, a player is invincible for a limited amount of time. What some players will do 

is jump off the starting island and instead begin to dive into the sea. Normally there is a 

lung icon that will appear showing how much air is left in the player’s lungs. Once the 

lung icon turns red, a player would begin to lose health and be considered drowning in 

the game. But because the lobby is preparing to start a match, the player is still 

considered invincible. Thus a player can explore the vast depths of the sea or at least 

attempt to reach the sea floor. I have tried multiple times exploring the vast sea 

surrounding the starting island just to see how deep the ocean is within the game. Just 

like in the real world, the further down a player goes into the sea, the darker it gets. The 

brief time of invincibility is rather fun to try things that would normally kill the player. 

 

Sanhok’s starting zones are randomized around the tropical island. Some start on 

plateaus while others zones are near shores. In PUBG, there is a certain height where 

players can fall before they instantly die. A player may get lucky in breaking their fall 

with a small obstacle or edge and take some, if not fatal, damage to their characters. In 

the starting zones however, falling from high heights that would normally break a human 

body is nonexistent and the player will retain full health. The brief moment of 

invincibility is enough to tempt players into doing super human feats. When I am not 

busy throwing apples at other players and realize that I am on a high ledge, I am 
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compelled to jump off the ledge and experience the brief moment of free falling to the 

ground below. During a match, I would not dare to attempt such a feat simply because 

doing such action would result in my death, followed by a death cam and my in-game 

name of how I died to other players in the death log. But on the starting zones, I can jump 

off as many plateaus, cliffs, and high buildings as I want without fear of dying. Other 

players love to do this action simply because of the limited time in the starting zone and 

players only get maybe one or two good jumps before a match starts. Sanhok is a smallest 

map compared to Erangel and Miramar so lobby rooms tend to fill up fast. Because 

Sanhok is the smallest map, players will also tend to run away from the pre-lobby spawn. 

Players tend to want to challenge themselves in how far they can run before the 

countdown to the match finishes.  

 

On Miramar, players are placed on a desert map. There are no green trees, rough 

terrain, mountains, and lots of open roads to run on. Because there is so little on this map, 

most players will either chat in the starting zone or attempt to run as far as possible. 

There is very little to do in Miramar’s starting zones and the best fun is to see how far 

one can go before the match begins. I have attempted at times to run towards the border 

of the map if the starting zone spawns me near one. At times players will find ways to 

entertain themselves in behavior that just seems odd.  

 

Why is players jumping off cliff, drowning themselves, and simply running away 

from the starting pre-lobby spawns important to this study? Up until the countdown 

begins, players can do anything they want because they are invincible. Strangely enough, 

you can punch other players indefinitely because they cannot. In the real world, you try 

punching someone and most likely you are going to get punched back. In PUBG you can 

get away with punching another player and in this virtual world, punching the other 

players is normal until you eventually kill them in-game for the chicken dinner. The 

behaviors I mentioned are ways the player learns about the world of PUBG and can only 

understand this culture by interacting and embracing this norm. Before patch #3, guns 

would spawn and the norm was to pick up a gun and shoot anything, whether it be 
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players or the environment (“Patch Notes: Update # – 1/24/18”). So by cliff-diving, 

swimming, and running away, players would find ways to be creative while waiting for a 

match. Thus this creative play by learning to behave transfers over into the match game. 

There are examples where a player cliff-dives in a final circle just to get the win.  I look 

at PUBG as ways players can learn new ways of playing that other players might easily 

overlook. Curiosity drives the player to explore possibilities and push the limitation of 

what the game gives to the players. As a player myself, I watch others to learn and 

behave in similar ways so that my gaming experience can be further advanced. To learn 

how high I jump before dying, how deep I can swim before drowning, or seeing how far I 

can run from my spawn location before the match begins. These are the type of research 

questions I ask myself when looking at PUBG and when I observe while playing. Thus, I 

can conclude that the examples I give in learning to behave are unique behaviors that can 

only emerge because of PUBG’s everchanging VW through patches and updates. 

 

Learning to take on a cheater/hacker 

 

From pre-patch #1 up to the current patch #29, hacking has been a very big 

problem in PUBG (“Patch Notes: Update #29 – 5/22/19”). I mention several different 

forms of counterplay, but counterplay such as “divergent mode of play”, “challenging the 

validity of play”, “types of players”, but none of these examples actually break the virtual 

world itself. During my 1,500 plus hours of playing, I have observed several behaviors 

that emerge whenever the virtual world of PUBG is threatened. Winning the game no 

longer becomes the goal, removing the cheater who hacks into PUBG instead becomes 

the priority. Cheating itself is the practice of breaking the rules of the game. Players will 

always look down upon cheating as a taboo and a threat to their perceived reality. As a 

result, players respond to cheating in different ways. Either the players will unite to 

punish the cheating by “taking matters into their own hands”( Consalvo pg 169) by 

reaching out to media outlets and web sites to share information about the cheat or 

deploying creative counter-measures. In order to beat a cheater, the player must cheat the 

system to their own advantage. To simplify, cheating is breaking the rules of the game. 
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Rules that were not meant to be broken and as a result, given an unfair advantage against 

others. In my learning to communicate section under temporary truces, teaming up would 

fit under cheating, since more members means a bigger advantage against other squads. 

However, depending on the player perspective, gaining advantage in video games cannot 

be considered cheating in some causes. The temporary truces made still fall under 

counterplay but yet, still considered cheating to others due to violating the code of 

conduct of PUBG. 

 

In “Cheating: Gaining Advantage in Videogames”, Mia Consalvo quotes J. 

Barton Bowyer; “Cheating is the advantageous distortion of perceived reality” (Pg 6). In 

video games, that world is governed by a certain set of rules and boundaries set for the 

world. Yet cheating is recognized as a counterplay activity. When players find a bug or a 

unintended glitch within the world, others will perceive such actions as cheating. Take 

for example a glitch on Vikendi involving the castle. For a brief time, there was a wall 

where players could enter a door and literally enter the bottom of the castle where the 

player could see everything. Manipulation is one way to gain power over those who are 

deceived. One could say that the rules within video games are considered order and 

whenever the order is disturbed, there is discord and chaos. The type of cheating varies 

on the situation and intent of the player. To a player, cheating can best described as: “To 

gain an advantage over peer players or achieve a target in an online game if, according to 

the game rules or the discretion of the game operator… the advantage or the target is one 

that is not suppose to have achieved” (Meades by et al. Pg 14 ). For the player, the term 

cheating varies depending on the context. Cheating is breaking the rules of the game, or 

giving you an unfair advantage against other players. An example of unfair advantage 

that by cheating is, “using information acquired outside of the game and your ahead to 

get items, find shortcuts, that you wouldn’t otherwise, while playing earnestly” (Consalvo 

Pg 88). By knowing more than one’s opponents and using information acquired outside 

the game really considered cheating? Cheating by which the player knows more than 

another player is not really considered cheating. However, to another player this 

knowledge can be considered an unfair advantage, thus making an assumption that the 

https://youtu.be/b_HPM1D8AnU?t=210
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knowledgeable player is cheating. PUBG is a constant evolving game, one where even I 

struggle to keep up with all the changes it goes through. I admit, throughout my hours of 

play, I see actions that go beyond my understanding. I mentioned Haciendo and how to 

enter a specific spot with the right manipulation of the character. Unless a player see’s 

how to execute this difficult maneuver and is knowledgeable about the map, many 

players will assume this is cheating.  Hence, why some players would argue “breaking 

the rules or finding a loophole(like a bug in the code) to gain an advantage against 

someone else who is playing by the rules” (Consalvo Pg 92). If the information to gain 

the advantage is available to everyone, should the action really be considered cheating? 

 

 Whenever I play PUBG, one of the things I observe most is the kill feed. The kill 

feed lets me know who died and who to watch out for if they are on a killing spree. 

Whether it be in solos or squads, whenever the kill feed shows a player with lots of 

number or letters killing six plus players in a matter of seconds, that is when everyone 

becomes alert in the match. I recall a match in Sanhok where there were flying cars that 

would clip(moving into immovable objects) through walls and trees to kill players that 

thought they were in cover. At times I would be in a building watching players outside a 

window get killed by something that came right out of a Harry Potter movie. Sometimes 

if there were nearby enemy players with their public chat on, I would call out to them and 

ask if they saw exactly what I did, a flying car killing a player behind cover. What 

follows next is either a friendly conversation with my enemies in advice to either fight 

the hacker on our own or just to avoid them entirely. But one thing was apparent with 

every conversation I had in-game about hackers, they had to be killed quickly. I recall the 

car then coming towards my location and my nearby friendly enemies I had just made. 

Unfortunately for me, I was on the second floor of my building so the hacker drove his 

car into me first before going for the others. Other times when I am playing, I will notice 

some players having perfect accuracy and somehow killing players halfway across the 

map. 

 

https://youtu.be/D8aQpYrfIBQ?t=78
https://youtu.be/D8aQpYrfIBQ?t=78
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Cheating and Counter play – Defining the Game 
 

 What is counter play? Alan Meades references Apperly definition of counterplay 

as: “Counter play challenges the validity of models of play that suggest digital games 

compel the players to play according to the rules of the world, which they must follow 

exactly in order to succeed. Instead it opens the possibility of an antagonistic relationship 

between the digital game and player. An antagonism that is considerably more high 

stakes than the player overcoming the simulated enemies, goals and challenges that the 

game provides.” (6). Rules that make a player feel they are limited creates tension 

between wanting to abide by the rules or disobey them. This is the start to why an 

antagonistic relationship forms. For example, in PUBG, players could not vault out 

windows until future patches implemented the mechanic. What players had to do instead 

was find different alternatives to get out a window on the second floor. This involved 

doing a set of complex button combinations, pressing w + c + space all at once, to 

successfully overcome the limitations and guidelines set in the game. Streamers would 

gather their communities to join together into lobbies, and later custom lobbies, and 

follow certain rules that would eventually become zombie mode. Players who were 

zombies would not technically not pick up weapons, be naked, and go after humans. In 

custom mode later on, limitations would be placed on the zombie players where players 

could not pick anything up at all. The humans would be normal PUBG players who could 

use weapons, but the zombie players would try to kill them with only their fists and 

overwhelming numbers. Thus the developers eventually noticed players wanting this 

mode and allowed it to be its own custom mode. 

 

 Counterplay is in opposition to the experience of play and in “contrast to the 

norm, structures, contexts, and expectations related to the game” (Meades Pg 6). This 

includes “etiquette, rules, the spirit of the game, discourses of legitimacy, ideology, and 

rules/laws”. (Meades Pg 6) To simplify, counterplay can best be defined as bending the 

rules of the law of the world, which in this case is the virtual world of the video game. 

Video games are worlds that are governed by rules and boundaries. Anything or anyone 

https://gfycat.com/politewaterybichonfrise
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that dares to challenge the rules is considered counterplay. Which is what Meades is 

trying to say when he mentions “contrast to the norms”, or in this case normal play (pg 

6). To elaborate further, Meades also references Bernard Suits in Understand Counterplay 

in Video games. “To play a game is to attempt to achieve a goal, using only means 

permitted by rules, where the rules prohibit use of more efficient ways in favor of less 

efficient means, and where the rules are accepted just because they make possible such 

activity” (Pg 7). In PUBG, the game’s most basic goal is to win, following the rules 

permitted by the system. However, the game does not mention how the player can go 

about doing so, at least not specifically by following the rules that have been set. Players 

that just follow the rules of the game entirely cannot hope to experience counterplay, 

because to certain players the rules are absolute. Rules are like the laws and if you break 

the law, you get punished. The link between a game are rules and are what differentiate 

games from other kinds of play. If you don’t have rules you have free play, not a game. 

 

 To engage in counterplay is to embrace the implicit risk of being identified and 

punished by the system or by moderators that overlook the game. Yet why do players 

insist on taking such a risk just to bend the rules of the of the system/law that govern 

gameplay? Meades quotes, “Counterplay is not a game, is not a game-play, but consists 

of a different, divergent mode play” (Pg 7). Players can choose to adopt inefficient means 

out of infinite possibilities of behavior and activity to play the way they see fit. Players 

that subject themselves to the rules and structures of the game can be defined as a person 

who lives by a rule-based system. Counterplay is important in understand why players 

intend to bend the rules, the laws which govern the virtual world of video games 

intentionally. Meades references Katie Salen and Eric Zimmerman In Rules of Play 

(2003), who “differentiate between three different kinds of rules; constitutive rules; 

operational rules; and implicit rules” (129-30). “Operation rules: which are 

“..synonymous with written out “rules” that accompany boardgames and other non-digital 

games”, Constitutive rules: “…the underlying formal structures that exist ”below the 

surface” of the rules presented to players. These formal structures are logical and 

mathematical”, Implicit rules: “…the rules concern etiquette, good sportsmanship, and 
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other implied rules of proper game behavior”” (Pg 129-130). Operation and constitutive 

rules can be understood as the restrictions dictated by the game code, the way a 

videogame operates and foundation of the world, such as movement or action the game 

code enables, and then the rules of the game itself. The best way to think of operation and 

constitutive rules are as enforcers, like the virtual world’s police officers in a sense. 

Whenever software within games is executed these enforcers are there to ensure nothing 

is being tampered with. Thus, whenever a player tries to use programs to cheat into 

PUBG, most of the time their anti-cheat programs can catch the illegal programs and stop 

it. Thus, identifying the player is trying to cheat and thus stopping them. This does not 

work all the time and players caught cheating within PUBG can easily get banned as a 

result. In my learning to behave section, there are times where cheats bypass both the 

operation rules and constitutive rules and learning to behave against cheaters will emerge. 

In the examples I tell in that section, there will be videos that clearly show a great 

disturbance to balance of PUBG’s virtual world. The cheating is the cause, but the player 

behavioral response against cheating is the reason why players took it upon themselves to 

kill the cheaters. However, implicit rules can vary between players and player group. 

Why? Each player and group hold differing attitudes of what gameplay should look and 

feel like. This thought process of thinking leads towards why counterplay is used, to bend 

the laws of the world intentionally. “While up until now counterplay has been seen as a 

player’s active violation of the rules, the normalizing gaze and implicit rules introduce 

the possibility that counterplay can be something identified by other players when they 

witness distasteful of offensive play” (Meades Pg 9). However, when a 3rd party 

intervenes with the rules of the game and break it from within, the term cheating turns 

into hacking. Thus, the player who is hacking the game with the intent to cheat creates a 

ripple effect for other players. 

 

In PUBG, there are a variety of players that play the game. Yet each player is not 

the same, and certain players associate themselves with certain player types. Going back 

to Salen and Zimmerman, referenced by Meades in Understanding Counterplay in Video 

games, there are five different player types: “Standard Player, Dedicated Player, 
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Unsportsmanlike Player, Cheat, and Spoil-sport” (Pg 12). “Standard Player: Posses 

lusory attitude, acknowledges authority of rules, and has a typical interest in winning. 

Dedicated Player: Extra-zealous lusory attitude, has special interest in mastering rules, 

and has an intense interest in winning. Unsportsmanlike Player: Sometimes resembles 

the Dedicated players, sometimes resembles the Cheat, has a adherence to operational 

rules, but violates implicit rules, and has intense interest in winning. Cheat: Pretends to 

posses lusory attitude, clearly violates the operational rules in secret, and has intense 

interest in winning. Spoil-Sport: No pretense about lack of lusory attitude, clearly has no 

interest in adhering to rules, and no interest in winning” (Pg 12). These types of players 

are promptly found in PUBG throughout the years of playing the game. I am looking for 

counterplay in PUBG because I want to understand why players prode into a battle royale 

with 100 players. Why do certain players choose to be unsportsmanlike, cheat, and 

become spoil-sports? And when players choose to become these player types, why do 

players who are considered standard and dedicated players come together to face the 

other types? This part of counterplay explains a vital role in understand the different kind 

of players that emerge when in learning to behave. 

 

As a player, I consider myself a dedicated player, one who follows the rules and 

wants to win games from time to time. But from an ethnographer perspective, I see 

different types of players when hacking occurs. The type of player reflects what type of 

counterplay that takes place in a particular moment. In a video with chocoTaco, he is 

playing with Shroud, who is on an alt account, and both players are followed by a bus 

hacker. Although the hacker is flying around, he is not actively trying to kill the 

streamers. At times chocoTaco and Shroud try to eliminate the bus hacker but to no avail, 

at least not until the end of the video where the hacker gives himself up. In my 

experience, the hackers I came across where “unsportsmanlike players”, cheaters who 

“violates implicit rules and has intense interesting in winning” (Salen at el. Pg 12). Yet 

the bus hacker can be considered a spoil-sport player. Clearly he follows the duo 

throughout the match, showing where all the enemies are and acting as a distraction while 

the duo continue to play as dedicated players. Remember a spoilsport player has “no 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kwc13YC7fTw
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interest in adhering to rules, and no interest in winning” while dedicated players “has 

intense interest in winning” but follows the rules of the game. 

 

Examples of creative counter-measures exists within the game PUBG. Within the 

death feed displayed to all players on the remaining players alive, a player can instantly 

recognize someone is cheating by how a single player can wipe out squads of players 

within seconds with headshots. Creative players understand in order to defeat a cheater 

ruining the experience for everyone, they themselves have to cheat back. PUBG 

discourages teaming however when player is hacking the system externally that can make 

cars fly through the air, run at inhuman speeds, or instantly headshot a player without a 

scope, compromises are made within the moment. Players will band together to respond 

to the cheating behavior with their own cheating such as teaming, calling out the hacking 

cheater, and making aware of the problem. “For them(players), cheating behavior can be 

met with responding cheat like behavior. They don’t expect to labeled as cheaters for the 

retaliation” (Consalvo Pg 170). When a player cheating with the intent to gain unfair 

advantage such as flying cars or knowing where everyone is at all times, such cheat like 

behavior is frowned upon by the gaming community. Exploiting the game from within is 

one thing, but breaking the game from outside the game parameters is a completely 

different matter.  

 

Experiencing and losing to hackers that cheat the system sucks. However, in 

response to the hacking, a behavioral response from the community emerged. Players 

who had hackers on their teams would take the responsibility upon themselves to kill the 

hacker/hackers so that other players can have a fighting chance. Players learn that 

hacking and cheating is bad get into the habit of reporting hacking through the death 

cameras.  

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2pvS6lbFVvU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2pvS6lbFVvU
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3.3 Learning to communicate 

 

 PUBG is a game where social and verbal communication plays a vital role in 

emergent behaviors.  In PUBG, there are three types of in-game voice chat: Public “all 

chat”, “team chat”, and “none”. In this study, I choose not to use public all chat as my 

primary form of communication. The reason I am not using public all chat, which allows 

the player to hear everyone within the game is because of several reasons. The first 

reason is, as of patch #23, public all chat has been disabled and players cannot use public 

all chat until 1 minute after the game has officially started. The second reason is before 

patch #23, there is so much noise and at times the public all chat can be rather annoying 

and unreliable. Try having someone yell into the mic at the top of their lungs or trying to 

understand what someone else is saying. The third reason is because I am looking and 

observing players who are learning to communicate via other methods rather than just 

simply using a public chat option. PUBG is played all over the world from South Korea, 

China, United States, Canada, Germany, Japan, and many more countries, which creates 

a language barrier. Social communication is optional but unavoidable. In order to 

overcome verbal communication barriers, alternative forms of communication must 

emerge. Thanks to several game patches that implemented the emotes to other players, 

nonverbal communication is becoming a more prompted use to interact with other 

players.  What happens when players decide not to kill each other and instead do things 

not intended by the developers? When communications such as voice chat stops working 

and nonverbal way of communication is required to work with team members, or even 

the enemy? When uncertain situations emerge, creative methods are used which help 

communicate or help fellow players. This section is how I observed and interact with 

players and with the enemy in solos, use emotes to communicate nonverbally, and 

creating temporary truces with fellow enemies and try not kill one another. 

 

Learning using Nonverbal Communication with guns 

 

 In PUBG, players will go through a match focused on the goal of killing other 

players to win a game. Throughout the countless hours I have invested into PUBG, I have 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1CmraYoSO3k&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1CmraYoSO3k&feature=youtu.be
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noticed that the voice chat mechanic in the game will at times fail. Because a match lasts 

between 15-30 minutes at a time, fixing the communication error can take several 

minutes. Within those minutes I tend to either fall behind to the Playzone or an enemy 

will creep up and kill me. So at times I just go with the flow and continue on playing. In 

several cases when playing solo or squads, I have come across several instances where 

either myself or my teammates will try to communicate not with words, but with 

creativity using guns. 

 

 In my archival evidence that I recorded, there are three examples of when either 

the enemy tries to communicate with me, or when I try to communicate with them. The 

first example is when I playing a solo match on the map Sanhok. I have no one to help 

me and I have to consider every player to be an enemy out to kill me. As I traverse the 

river in my video, I end up beaching my boat next to a rock and wait patiently. Within 

moments, I hear what I consider to be a jingle of sorts. Then I would hear this jingle from 

another location very close to me. Before I know it, I end up joining in on this jingle 

between two players. I could have ended up trying to narrow down my enemies locations 

and kill them but instead, I wanted to meet these strange players. Although we are only 

communicating with gun shots, in the video I do end up meeting the two players and we 

exchange a few emotes, as a sign of a new friendship. To show my trust and caring for 

my newfound ally, I end up dropping some health items and share my loot with my 

friendenmies. Course the video ends up with miscommunication at some point and 

technically friendly enemy fire kills me but what surprised me is the nonverbal 

communication that was made. I would have discredited this event as a one time thing but 

to my surprise, this event not only happened once, but three times at different time 

integrals! In another video, I play with a streamer by the name of QueenFPS5 and her 

allies on Vikendi on a random Thursday. Reason I know it was on a Thursday is because 

in the video,  I happened to be watching a Twitch Livestream called Critcal Role and it 

can be heard in the background. In the video, I was trying to save teammate #3 by the 

                                                 
5 Follow QueenFPS’s YouTube Channel at 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1PJsx8rRnWgNUc8iLN1hlQ 
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name Spitefire6051 since we were going against a squad. So in order to distract the 

enemy team, I tried using the jingle idea from back on Sanhok. To my surprise, I got a 

reaction from the other team. Course the brief moment did not last long because my team 

wanted to eliminate the other team and the brief moment of communication was severed 

by when one of their players died. Twice I was able to use the jingle to get a response out 

of another team. The third example I found happened to be in another squad on the test 

server on June 10, 2019. The moment is also brief but one of my team members fires 

several rounds from his gun of the familiar jingle heard in the previous two videos. When 

I hear a response from a nearby team we were fleeing from, I bring the vehicle to a stop. I 

then try the use the same jingle to see if I could get another response from the other team. 

It somewhat works however the communication using the jingle stops when more gunfire 

is heard from further away. Even though people communicate verbally, there were other 

ways to talk with another person without speaking and I managed to find three examples 

of this happening. 

 

 Shooting my gun in-game and hoping to get a response like I did in my videos is 

rare and does not happen often. Any other time when I try to communicate with this 

method, other player nearby hear my shots and come towards me to kill me, rather than 

try to communicate. I care about this type of nonverbal communication because this 

shows there are way to communicate other than speaking. When working with Dr. Velez, 

during my undergraduate, I learned about Social Cohesion. Social Cohesion is the 

willingness of the members of a group or society to cooperate with one another. Although 

players may be enemies with one another, the willingness of just simply using guns and 

cooperating with one another just to communicate if only for a moment is amazing. 

Within that brief moment, there is a temporary moment just curiosity and learning how 

the other player will communicate back from just a simple response. There is other terms 

such as group potency and task cohesion however I am only focusing on the social 

cohesion aspect. The willingness of members of a group or society to cooperate. In 

PUBG’s rules, teaming and working together with other players is forbidden. And yet, 
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this creative use of social cohesion by using nonverbal communication does not break 

those rules.  

 

 Thus why am I looking at nonverbal communication? Nonverbal communication 

is a way to talk with other players besides squad or duo members on one’s team. What I 

just described is example of counter play. This type of counter play is as Meades quotes, 

““Counterplay is not a game, is not a game-play, but consists of a different, divergent 

mode play” (Pg 7). Learning to communicate with another player without talking is 

similar to a divergent type of play. Other players who are focused on PUBG’s main goals 

will easily overlook this simple act of guns shooting randomly. Yet I see this as a way for 

players to communicate in a fun manner that is non-goal oriented and entertaining. If the 

readers ever try this type of behavior in communicating with other player in PUBG, I 

hope to influence taking a chance to find other ways to communicate than with guns.  

 

Learning to use Nonverbal communication with emotes/action 

 

With the emote patch #7 on March 13, 2018, players could use “emotes” to 

communicate non-verbally with one another (“Patch Notes: Update #7 –3/12/18”). The 

most noticeable usage of emotes being used by players can be seen by Twitch live 

streams when streamers communicate with in game players who do not have mics. When 

a streamer talks to the player, the player can use emotes such as head nods or shaking 

head no to answer simple questions. During matches, sometimes the best communication 

is no words spoken at all and just simple character movements are enough to convey a 

message. 

 

Whenever I play PUBG sometimes, I cannot talk to my teammates for the first 

half of the match for reasons unknown at times. Thankfully with the emotes being 

implemented, communication is much easier today than it was during patch #1 where the 

only way to communicate was to nod yes or no (“Patch Notes: Update #1 – 12/21/17”). 

In my video, I try to communicate with my fellow team members using emotes. The 

https://youtu.be/-M99kKYzYRc?t=31
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video takes place in Vikendi, the snow map. Although I am only dancing at times, I do 

the emotes to get the attention of my teammates. When I do eventually get their attention, 

they respond with their own emotes acknowledging me that they understand. Though 

verbal communication is nonexistent at times, there are still alternative ways to still 

communicate. My message in some way eventually gets across to them. Though this 

example is during gameplay when both myself and my team are trying to win. And yet, 

for brief moments the goal of winning does not become a priority, communication does 

instead. Another example also takes place on Vikendi, where I am in a duo. I later find 

out that his mic was not working but he could at least hear me. When observing this 

video, although there is no verbal communication coming from my teammate, he still 

communicates with me via movement, highlighting points on the compass overhead on 

the HUD on what he sees, and moving to locations he deems we should go. I try to work 

with my teammate as much as possible with what the game mechanics give the players.  

 

Communication is vital if players want to win a game, or just work with other 

players in general. PUBG’s mechanics of using emotes allows the player express what 

they are trying to say even though they cannot speak. Players must learn to communicate 

if they want to experience different types of play other than just a battle royale goal. 

Social cohesion is the willingness of a group or society to cooperate with one another. 

The examples I give all show willingness to cooperate in an nonverbal form of 

communication. Team members, enemies, long as a player are willing to cooperate, there 

is no harm in trying to make friendly connection with one another. This type of behavior 

is just another form of noncommunication.  

 

In pre-lobby, players will either walk up to random players and use player emotes 

to convey messages to one another. Some emotes used would try to trigger other players 

like the hand movement across the neck. Other emotes used would have one player 

playing a guitar while another player claps for their air performance. One of my favorite 

responses I would use the emotes when playing with team members is the gun draw and 

shocking emotes. The gun draw emote has the player pull out an imaginary pistol, similar 
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to old western movies, and pretend to shoot. The shocking emote has the player act as if 

being shocked by electricity. Thus, my team member would time his gun emote and the 

moment his invisible gun goes off, I would react with shocking emote, as if I was by an 

invisible bullet and it shocked me. These are but creative ways to communicate with 

another player while having fun experiment with the emotes. 

 

 Other times a player will come to me sometimes and punch my avatar in the face. 

My responses to being punched in the face vary, either punching the other player back or 

just let them get bored in doing so. In instances where I punch back at another player, I 

can get a response out of them where the other player will jump, prone, or move their 

character in order to get a response out of me. To convey my experience in words, the 

exchange of character movements was like trying to talk with the other player 

nonverbally by guessing what message they were trying to convey. Sometimes the player 

getting my attention would run towards the sea, a cliff, or one of the learning to behave 

examples, to see if I would follow and participate with them. Some of the participation 

would be like an obstacle course, seeing if other players could follow the lead person in 

jumps, ducks, spins, and all sorts of random player movements that normally don’t make 

sense. But to other players and myself, we all interpret the random strange movements as 

following the leader or trying to copy the other player correctly. Although these action 

and behaviors may not make sense, or maybe purely done to be random, but learning to 

communicate via different methods of behavior just brings a fun aspect that does not 

relate to the main goal of PUBG.  

 

Yet why do I observe and care about nonverbal communication through emotes 

and actions? Learning to communicate is just as important as learning to behave. Once a 

player learns how to behave, then by learning to communicate via different methods 

either given by the game mechanics or by observing others can a player find new 

methods of communication. There is a problem however when learning new ways to 

communicate. If nonverbal is bending the rules of the game where a player does not get 
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punished if caught, which is considered counterplay, then what happens when a player 

decides to communicate verbally with other players and not kill one another? 

 

Learning to communicate truces between players 

 

In PUBG, there are various occasions where players will communicate with one 

another in all public chat. The game encourages communication, which is why there are 

three chat options: public, team, and mute. Very simple in trying to distinguish whom a 

player wants to talk with. However, there are times when players want to have try other 

things, like talking to the enemy and perhaps work with the enemy. Like the ancient 

proverb, “The enemy of my enemy is my friend”. I for one who has played this game 

since early beta am guilty of doing this practice time and time again. 

During one of my matches during patch #23, I drop in Erangel with my fellow squad 

members, communicating via Discord (“Patch Notes: Update #23 – 10/24/18”). Discord 

is a freeware app designed for the video game community. The Discord app alllows 

communication with other players while reducing the bandwidth that similar programs 

like Skype uses for video calls. Less bandwidth usage means a better connection line 

where there is no static or what I call the robot voice, when a person tries to talk but 

instead the voice sounds like a robot cutting in and out while talking. My squad uses 

Discord because one, we can talk with one another without having to press a hotkey 

constantly every time we want to say something. Plus having the settings set in game to 

open mic, where our microphones are picking up everything around us, gets annoying at 

times. One of the perks of having Discord is that my team and I can switch our in-game 

chat to public. What this allows is for us to hear any other players talk in-game who 

might leave their mic on, or if they want to talk with us. In my video, I am trying to reach 

the military base but my drop falls short. So I end up having to run down the road 

somewhat to look for a vehicle. Unfortunately for me, the enemy players around me who 

landed before me already have secured the nearby vehicles. As I approach what I think is 

an empty car, there is someone already in there. Jokingly, I get in with the enemy and 

proceed to talk with them. We end up talking for abit, with my fellow squad members 
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reacting in surprise to what I am currently doing at that moment. The enemy player is 

nice enough to drop me next to my squad who comes rushing in to my rescue with a car 

of their own. Later on in the video my team does encounter the person’s team which we 

kill by accident because we didn’t who they were during the firefight. Although I didn’t 

have weapons, nor did my foe, in our brief moment there was no hostility and a truce. 

 

All sorts of possibilities can happen within PUBG. Players can become bored 

doing the repetitive act of killing other players and instead engage in other activities. In 

the starting zones, there are times when players will reach out to other players in hopes of 

creating a temporary truce. A fine example is a Youtube by the name Litomatoma. In 

several of his videos, he tries to talk with random players in the lobby and tries to 

communicate with them in teaming together. At times he succeeds, at other times he fails. 

However, in the videos, the objective is clear that he is teaming because he wants to have 

fun. He doesn’t actively try to shoot other players or hurt them, but instead interacts with 

everyone. Such behavior is strange but yet not uncommon at times. In my example, I got 

in a car with the enemy and rode with them. The video examples I link take place during 

patch #7 (“Patch Notes: Update #7 – 3/12/18”). He is learning to communicate with 

others to make new allies. In other cases, some players want to instead join other squads 

in teaming, before the inevitable betrayal. The fact that players can make allies with 

enemy squads and team up is amazing. Teaming up in matches for patch #29 is still a 

thing however capturing content is very scarce (“Patch Notes: Update #29 – 5/22/18”).  

 

I must clarify one thing before continuing. On PUBG’s official site under rules 

and conduct, it has “Do not Team (Form Teams Outside What is Allowed by the Selected 

Game Mode). Intentional teaming between players or other teams in ways that the PUBG 

systems does not presuppose in each game mode is considered an unacceptable behavior 

and penalties may be imposed.” Teaming in this manner goes back to what Counterplay, 

the cheating section per say. Going back to the rules of play, there were three kinds of 

rules mentioned by Zimmerman and Salen. In learning to communicate and based off the 

examples shown, “implicit” rules apply to these scenarios (Meades Pg 129-30). Yet why 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jYcO2nTvrOA
https://youtu.be/ri9xuBnkqIc?t=19
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do players still team up? One, the implicit rules states, “rules concern etiquette, good 

sportsmanship”, which in the videos show there was good sportsmanship up till a certain 

point. Going further in Counterplay, the videos shown display three types of players as 

well, standard, unsportsmanlike, and spoil-sport. There were standard players that 

acknowledge authority and stopped teaming at certain points, while the spoil-sport 

players really didn’t care what happened. When these two types of players came together, 

the players didn’t care about winning, instead they cared more about the experience they 

were having. However, there were the unsportsmanlike players who still wanted to win 

even though they were teaming. The players that kill everyone in the temporary truce can 

be considered this player because they don’t want to abide by the unofficial truce and still 

want to focus on the main PUBG objective, winning the chicken dinner and surviving. 

 

 Going off my personal experience and the archival evidence I’ve presented, I’ve 

come to understand why players choose to team up. One, there is a goal of working 

together with other players in larger groups than the 4 man squads. In some cases, players 

would drop items to the enemy and show concern to their enemies. In my earlier example 

of nonverbal communication, I did exactly that when I worked my enemies with the 

jingle. There is term called Reciprocity that can explain this type of behavior for teaming. 

Reciprocity is the practice of exchanging things with others for mutual benefits, such as 

influencing others, actions, or privileges. In John Velez’s “(Potential) Incubators of 

Prosocial Behaviors: An Evolutionary Approach to Understanding Dynamic Social Video 

Game Play Interactions”, he mentions the evolutionary approach of gameplay 

interactions, reciprocal altruism. One of the prerequisites of reciprocal altruism is “The 

environment must have benefits to confer between organisms” (Velez). In PUBG, the 

environment that gives out finite resources with valuable weapons or medical aid fits the 

prerequisite stated necessary for reciprocal altruism. Each player has something to benefit 

from either collecting items on the map or gaining items from other players. Velez 

quotes, “Any benefits exchanged between players that extend a players’ progress either 

by keeping an avatar alive or allowing a player to continue persisting against a challenge 

can serve as the currency for complex social exchanges that activate strategies like 
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reciprocal altruism”(Pg 2). In my cases and the videos, items were exchanged to show 

concern for another and to gain trust between players. When the trust is established, 

teaming can occur and friendships can be established. My teammates who showed 

concern for me in my videos where previous players who I teamed up with in the past 

and used forms of reciprocity and reciprocal altruism. The PUBG environment allowed 

such behaviors to occur in the first place.  

 

Why am I researching how players learn to communicate by creating temporary 

truces? Because there is more to understand than just simply seeing players just team up 

for no apparent reason. In some cases, yes, players can argue that there really is no reason 

behind teaming up, simply because players can. But from an ethnographer’s personal 

perspective, I see a more comprehensive reason behind teaming. Players want to 

challenge the rules of PUBG, to be creative and make new allies in a battle royale where 

everyone is technically suppose to die and the survivors be rewarded with a chicken 

dinner. The reasoning why players team up, share their resources, and proceed in 

counterplay activities that can result in punishable actions. Players are simply learning to 

communicate with one another and as a result, players are going beyond what the 

developers had intended for gameplay. As a result, new game modes are created, new 

mechanics for communications such as the emotes were made for that very purpose.  
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3.4 Learning to Perform  

 

T.L Taylor mentions six motivations for why people watch live streams: 

“aspirational, education, inspirational, entertainment, community, and ambience” (Pg 

39). Every gamer strives to be better at playing video games, or at least have fun playing 

a game. Each of the motivations Taylor mentions intertwine with a reason why gamers, 

viewers, and broadcasters enjoy the content that comes from video games. “Aspirational 

can be defined as a focus on wanting to be a better gamer. When a spectator first finds 

out something new in a game, or when the spectator becomes invested in what they are 

watching, they do so because to improve.” (pg 39). Education can be defined as learning 

opportunity that involves the audience that views the content. Take for example 

YouTube, where the audience member gains insight or knowledge about the game from 

the broadcaster. By watching how something is done by the broadcaster, the viewer 

learns like they would from a teacher teaching. Inspirational is when the spectator 

becomes engaged when they connect their own experiences with the broadcaster (Taylor 

Pg 39). Thus, inspiring the spectator to participate and either play or replay the game 

being watched. Entertainment is one of the most powerful motivators for watching a live 

stream and creating content. “Whether it be for laughs, joys, funny moments, 

entertainment is what brings an audience in and allows them to “travel along” with the 

broadcaster” (Taylor Pg39). The entertainment motivation is important for broadcasters 

and streamers because without entertainment, the viewers and spectators will become 

bored and not return. “Communities can be considered the fandom of the game and the 

collective experience of all viewers, audience, and broadcasters alike” (Taylor Pg 39). 

Without the community, there can be no social engagement or connections towards a 

similar theme of interest. Communities bring people together, and through the 

community can social interactions flourish. Lastly, ambience can be considered a kind of 

comforting background noise and movement. Much like people have done with television 

or music over the years, live streams can become a background ambience to everyday 

life. (Taylor Pg 41). 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F-VK2Ig8F4k
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The type of streamer is no different than the persona of their viewers. Learning to 

perform is what gives a streamer a non-goal objective to do while being able to play 

PUBG. There are two types of streaming postures Austin Walker mentions in “Watching 

Us Play: Postures and Platforms of Livestreaming,” active streaming and passive 

streaming. “Active streaming posture” can be described as “enjoyable, communal, and 

transformative.” Active streamers can simultaneously build communities through 

engagement with viewers, other players, and other streamers, creating networks of 

support, safety, and creativity (Pg 439). They voluntarily choose to broadcast their play, 

exerting the effort to set up and operate both hardware and software necessary to capture, 

record, steam out video, and upload finished work. One difference between an active 

streamer and passive streamer is, the active streamer is “constantly building their identity 

and following” (Walker Pg 439). An example active streaming posture is a streamer 

customizing their twitch.tv home channel page with link to donations, merchandise, 

community sites such as Discord, Youtube Channel, and extra details that appeal to the 

viewer. Passive streaming posture can be described as relaxed, casual, and simply playing 

“a game session as normal while live streaming”(439). “Passive streamers do not go out 

of their way to set up additional equipment or software, relying on hardware and software 

that is pre-built: into the gaming platform they are using (Walker 439). Such limitations 

restrict the ability of a passive streamer of any progressive growth of personal reputation 

or attraction of communities around their play. However, unlike the active streamer, the 

passive streamer has access to a user-friendly interface for simplicity and casual use. 

Take for example the integration of twitch.tv into the Sony Playstation 4 (PS4) console. 

Walker mentions the integration move represents “a movement towards a passive posture 

for future streaming solution” (Pg 440). The ps4 requires minimal set-up and activation. 

 

Learning to entertain stream audiences  

 

 If a person wants to watch live content of PUBG, most of the time the best source 

is on Twitch. Twitch.tv is a hotspot for all types of video game streaming content. 

Entertainment and community are the driving forces for game streaming content. PUBG 
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is one of the many games that is streamed constantly throughout the day to viewers and 

audiences alike. Without the community to engage and support PUBG with live streams, 

reactions, and content, the game will eventually die off. Within the PUBG community are 

some streamers who are very influential in the spreading news and content surrounding 

PUBG. Shroud6, chocoTaco7, Dr. Disrespect8, Just9n9, Chad10, TSM Viss11, 

StoneMountain6412, these are only to name a few that have contributed to the popularity 

of PUBG. Most of their entertainment streams are of them teaming together in squads, 

participating in Twitch Rival invitationals, having high kill streaks, providing helpful tips 

in game, and challenging themselves to become better players. Yet how are these 

individuals who live-stream on Twitch able to entertain such a vast audience with their 

content? Remember that Twitch is not the only platform to watch PUBG content. When 

viewers cannot watch live streams on Twitch of their favorite streamer, Youtube is next 

best platform that captures highlights of a stream. Clips from a stream can be posted and 

shared on social media sites such as Reddit and Facebook. Of the streamers mentioned, 

StoneMountain64 seems to be the only streamer that uses Facebook instead of traditional 

methods like Twitch for streaming. I am a gamer at heart, so I love to watch things 

related to PUBG whenever I get the chance. However, managing schooling, work, 

research, I cannot possibly watch every single piece of streaming, let alone trying to 

participate in their social community events. But as a viewer, I follow their accounts to 

their platforms they use so I can watch later. Most streamers use Twitch along side 

Youtube, because once their livestream ends, they can then export their videos to 

Youtube where anyone who misses a stream can catch the highlights of what the viewer 

missed. Or in some cases, the player becomes part of the audience that is featured in 

entertaining other viewers in a stream. 

 

                                                 
6 Visit Shroud’s Twitch Channel at https://www.twitch.tv/shroud 
7 Visit chocoTaco’s Twitch Channel at https://www.twitch.tv/chocoTaco 
8 Visit Dr. DisRespect’s YouTube Chanel at https://www.youtube.com/user/DrDisRespect 
9 Visit just9n’s Twitch Channel at https://www.twitch.tv/just9n 
10 Visit Chad’s Twitch channel at https://www.twitch.tv/chad 
11 Visit Viss’s Twitch channel at https://www.twitch.tv/tsm_viss 
12 Visit StoneMountain64’s channel at https://www.facebook.com/StoneMountain64 

https://www.twitch.tv/just9n
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The reason I watch Shroud, chocoTaco, StoneMountain64, and Youtube channels 

related to PUBG is because of the content that is produced. Their content ranges from 

humorous in-game conversations, high levels of gaming skill, and bringing the 

communities the streamer has created for massive events outside the battle royale mode. 

Shroud’s livestreams and video are him displaying incredible feats of high level of skill 

and performance in gaming. In some of his highlight videos, he can easily surpass 10 per 

match or take on multiple players at once with precision while talking casually with his 

audience in his Twitch Chat. Twitch chat is a section on twitch where spectators can 

message, donate, or use emotes within Twitch chat to communicate with the streamer. I 

watch Shroud mostly for his skill and to understand how he plays PUBG in his own way. 

ChocoTaco is streamer who is also very skilled gamer, similar to Shroud. There is a 

difference in their streaming style, mostly because chocoTaco is more connected to his 

audience. What I mean is there are times where he will be playing a match and come 

across shopkeepers, like Znafer. These shopkeepers will interact with chocoTaco where 

they present their merchandise, or in-game items like guns and items, and trade with him. 

Course this is just a performance act, but the interactions are fun and enjoyable. The act 

of being of customer and merchant, even for a moment and not kill one another, is just 

another way of playing PUBG. ChocoTaco plays PUBG to have fun, even if it means 

interacting in-game like the shopkeepers.  StoneMountain64 takes his content a bit 

further than Shroud and chocoTaco. One of his most entertaining streaming audience is 

his recording of playing with random squads and acting as the commanding officer. His 

videos are called “Yolo on the Battlegrounds”. In these videos StoneMountain64 

commands his squad with humor, military terminology, and acting like a solider within 

PUBG. Whenever he dies, he will act the part of dying solider and other times he plays 

very well like a professional. 

 

 Each of the streamers I mentioned appeal to their respective audiences. Shroud 

and chocoTaco appeal to Taylor’s six motivations for why people watch livestream. 

Shroud’s content is more of high level skill, which is the inspirational aspect for his 

spectators. When the spectator can relate their own experiences with Shroud’s situations 

https://youtu.be/5uX68g1jY1s?t=168
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WQZ75PKNk7Y
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLm5ULqUEpficBcYNTj5S8Eeb_JQpozPIg
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in-game, the spectators becomes more engage and curious if he can get out of his 

situations alive. By learning how to get out situations seen on Shroud’s stream, players 

can learn how to perform in similar situations. Thus the aspirational motivation 

mentioned by Taylor keeps his audience returning. In chocoTaco’s case, I see more of 

entertainment and community in his streams. In his video, he is nice to the shopkeepers 

and interacts with them. This behavior shows to his spectators that chocoTaco cares for 

his followers and is willing to interact with them for entertainment. Remember that the 

type of streamer is no different than the persona of their viewer. The streamer is learning 

to perform for their audience while still being a player at the same time. 

 

During one of my matches I came across a player by the name GoldenVoice13 

who teamed up with my squad members and I during a squads match. At the time I didn’t 

know he was streaming and performing for his audience when we played together. 

During the match, he would say funny things like “safety first” and interact with my 

squad. He would try and keep us entertained during the much as much as possible. I 

couldn’t stop being impressed by his voice, which reflected his player name. There was 

something about his voice that made the interaction funny and entertaining to the point 

where I didn’t care if we lost the match, I was having fun just talking with GoldenVoice. 

His performance just kept my team and I more engaged in just communicating with him 

than focusing on the game. In the end, my team did end up dying, but not before laughing 

along the way. After the match I became curious and started looking around YouTube for 

the name GoldenVoice under PUBG. I eventually did find him and began watching some 

of his recorded livestreams and his viewer’s logs, curious to what kind of people were 

watching his content. 

 

The experience I had with GoldenVoice made me want to understand why I 

enjoyed his performance so much. I came across an article by Clara Fernadnez-Vara 

called, “Play’s the Thing: A framework to Study Videogames as Performance” which 

                                                 
13 Visit GoldenVoice’s Youtube channel at 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCL_ATC9xPuBimQW3mRahCFw 

https://youtu.be/PzCjQHycjws
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCL_ATC9xPuBimQW3mRahCFw
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explains the framework for performance. In the framework section under “The Player as 

Performer and Spectator”, Fernandez-Vara quotes, “The player is an active performer 

because he is also an interactor; but he is also the audience of the performance, since he is 

the one who makes sense of the system and interacts accordingly” (Pg 6). So during my 

experience with GoldenVoice, he was not only a performer for his stream but also an 

interactive team player. Thus GoldenVoice was also part of his own audience because he 

was part of my team’s squad playing the game just to have fun. However, since his player 

name is GoldenVoice, he has to play the part of an amazing voice within PUBG and his 

interactions must reflect his performance. Because of his performance, I became one of 

several personas mentioned by Cheung and Huang’s analysis, the “curious” and 

“entertained” (Smith by et al. pg 132). I found myself being more entertained by 

GoldenVoice’s performance and yet curious on other people’s reactions to him as well. I 

was learning how this streamer performs for an audience, his audience. 

 

 I wanted to understand why streamers and content creators perform differently for 

their audience and spectators. When streamers and content creators perform certain 

interactions within PUBG and attract attention because of it, I learned there is an 

audience that craves the content. Twitch is used for livestreaming and allows interaction 

with the viewers but YouTube where the content is highlighted and posted. The more 

likes that are on a video with high views means the streamer did something in their 

performance that appealed to their audience. Thus, which is why certain streamers behave 

based on the response off spectators that react positive. That is why I look at PUBG as 

players learning based of performances. 

 

Learning to perform Naked finish challenges 

 

 There are times when I play and watch PUBG where I will notice players doing 

very strange behavior actions. Whether it be watching a favorite streamer on Twitch such 

as Shroud or Chocotaco being swarmed by their fanbase in matches or creating 

limitations for themselves, I never find the entertainment boring. In pre-lobby at times, I 
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will notice players taking off all their clothes leaving only their underwear for men, and 

bra and underwear for the women avatars. Essentially, the players would go around the 

lobby naked at times. The problem with taking off one’s clothes before pre-lobby is that 

clothes taken off remain off the player even going into the game. Thus, players will 

continue to play the game essentially naked. To clarify, players will perhaps only pick up 

a pistol or a melee weapon only and proceed to try and play PUBG with this non-goal-

oriented performance of challenging themselves while trying to win the main objective of 

PUBG, be last one surviving. This means picking up no armor, no helmets, and no 

clothes. Players would dub this the naked challenge. 

 

Curiosity compelled me to actually attempt the naked challenged after seeing 

YouTubers like Litomatoma14 with his naked cowboy challenge and seeing players in the 

top 10 somehow surviving. I have tried playing with no clothes and with only a pistol that 

I find. In matches that I play attempt the challenge, I drop all my clothes in pre-lobby,so I 

won’t have to do so when I land in game. To my surprise, having no clothes and crawling 

through large patches of tall grass gives good cover. Most of the time when a player has a 

backpack or bright colors, they tend to stand out in the grass. Having no clothes allows 

my avatar to blend in with my environment, like a ninja. I can then navigate carefully 

though areas on the map where there are bushes, more tall grass, or at times blend in with 

the environment. I have to be careful because not every place can give me cover. There 

are times where I have to traverse hills and run through forests where other players can 

see me clear as day. In the final Playzone where there are usually 10 players left, and if 

the Playzone is in an open field, being naked is usually the best course of action. Wearing 

anything while moving in the grass can sometimes cause players to notice someone or 

something moving. When I play carefully enough, I can pull of a win with a pistol during 

my naked challenges because they are expecting to see equipment and guns to give away 

my position. The drawback to the naked challenge is, if I survive long enough to the top 

10 survivors, I have no armor. Meaning what would takes several bullets to kill another 

                                                 
14 Visit Littomatoma’s channel at https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxSqpCebexmeMUsvHvpypkg 
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player with armor and a helmet will only take my enemy one or two against an 

unarmored player. There is that risk and excitement of wondering if my performance of 

participating in the naked challenge will either pay off or die in defeat. 

 

 Youtuber Litomatoma is a PUBG player who performs for his audience on 

YouTube. He tends to create funny content called funny voice chat while dressing up as a 

naked cowboy. What is fascinating about his behavior is he doesn’t try to win in PUBG 

matches. He instead chooses a non-goal-oriented performance and tries to talk with the 

enemy and make allies. Yet his performance is that of a naked cowboy, a cowboy that 

wears a cowboy hat and no clothes. He doesn’t pick up guns, but instead offer ways to 

help other players that are willing to be allies with Litomatoma. Thus, Litomatoma and 

sometimes his allies go off and have an adventure trying to survive the match as long as 

possible with voice chat open. To my surprise in the videos, he is very successful in the 

highlight videos he manages to create and post on YouTube. All he does is chat with 

random players and an alliance is either successful or failure. 

 

 Why do players try to the naked challenge? In my examples, the naked challenge 

provides a challenge not set by PUBG and challenges the players themselves to a goal in 

how well they can perform within the match. Players don’t have to challenge themselves 

but yet they do. There is no goal in doing the naked challenge other than trying to 

perform a challenge and learning if the challenge is successful or not. This creative 

freedom to perform behavior is uncommon because most players find being naked to be 

at a disadvantage. No armor means dying quickly, no helmet means getting headshot, and 

using only melee weapons means players cannot shoot from a distance. There are more 

cons than there are positives to doing this challenge. Yet to other players like 

Litomatoma, this challenge brings forth encounters like making allies and allows for a 

moment where there is a moment of peace. And such encounters allow other players who 

participate to learn to perform behavior that is unique and creative. Which leads into the 

next section, Zombie mode. 
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Learning to use and perform with Costumes and skin changes 

 

During matches within PUBG, players are constantly trying to kill each other and at 

times are unable to see what other players are wearing. However, the starting zones 

where players spawn create an opportunity to see fellow players with their cosmetic items 

their characters are wearing. During the wait times before a match starts, I like to quickly 

observe the type of clothes players have equipped to their characters.  

 

 Players can obtain costumes, cosmetics, or gun skins from either playing PUBG 

to earn in game currency or buying them with money through steam. The rarer the 

costume is to obtain; the more likely such Costumes/ skins and player behavior 

 

In PUBG, the player has access to clothes, avatar customization and buy new 

clothes or skins to make their ideal character in the game. This option can be done on the 

menu screen under customize before entering pre-lobby and gameplay. For my character, 

I keep things simple, with a nice shade of sunglasses, Shroud’s cloth mask, black shirt, 

Shroud’s Tactical Gloves, black combat pants, and blue biker boots. The Shroud’s mask 

and gloves were part of a package that a player can buy in the shop for a limited time. 

The package reflects the theme of the Twitch Streamer Shroud. Because I play PUBG 

and I watch a lot of Shroud’s streaming of PUBG, his cosmetic wear that was being sold 

in the store appealed to me. The date when Shroud’s skin was released was on September 

14,2018. I don’t wear all the items there were in the package, only the mask and gloves 

since they match my avatar. There are some players however that choose to wear a 

specific theme of clothing or choose to buy certain cosmetics to be used within games for 

unusual, funny, or scary results of behavior. 

 

 One of the unusual yet fascinating ways I’ve seen a player use certain skins and 

costume is a player that goes by the name ErasableNinja15. As the name implies, he is a 

                                                 
15 Check out ErasableNinja’s Youtube channel at https://www.youtube.com/user/ErasableNinja 
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player that practices the way of stealth. In his highlight videos, he tends to dress up all in 

black clothes, or costumes that are meant to surprise his victims before killing them. For 

this player, being a ninja of stealth and finding creative ways to blend into the 

environment is how this player chooses to play. I admit, I have tried to be stealthy like 

this player but I have been very unsuccessful as the path of the ninja is a difficult. Not 

impossible but very challenging because not every player in the game falls for certain 

tricks and behaviors. In ErasableNinja’s case, a good majority do fall for the tricks which 

shows that costumes play a part in certain behaviors due to clothes. 

 

 Since the store requires players to use real world currency to buy skins and items, 

I only buy certain skins and cosmetics that I really want. Then there are the cosmetics 

that go beyond expectations to a terrifying and jump scares look. On October 18, 2018, 

the frightful Halloween skins was released for a limited time. Because the skin theme was 

Halloween, players would buy the skins and go about within PUBG’s games and try to 

scare other players. The costume set was known as the survival squad of horrors which 

featured a mummy, nurse maid, a meat butcher, and a clown resembling the infamous 

Pennywise from I.T. Personally, the killer clone costume set was the one set I 

hated/feared the most because it reminded of Pennywise for I.T, the 1990 version, that I 

watched as child. Since one of the players I know on PUBG owns the killer clown 

costume set, he wears it constantly because he knows it freaks me out in-game. Because 

of the killer clown costume is very popular in scaring players and streamers, anyone who 

owns that particular skin tends to play PUBG differently. These players tend to want to 

scare other players, or at least give them jump scares. Behavior wise, the skin allow the 

player to behave exactly as the persona the costume represents. Some of the best scare 

reactions that I had come across of players using the clown costume is a player named 

4Earth16. 4Earth is a player that goes around scaring streamers. Unexpected streamer who 

play and enter a room with 4Earth tend to be scared and surprised in their reactions. 

There are videos where 4Earth will get additional help in squads and go about scaring 

                                                 
16 You can visit 4Earch’s channel at https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3lKFHV11p4YnJ9OWa14gyw 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ke7QaCqvt4g
https://youtu.be/6XGwgfUJYXc?t=247
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RbxhD54eaRA
https://youtu.be/qGeY9pQ7pLM?t=127
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other people. Seeing four clowns out of nowhere and then suddenly behave in a creepy 

way in a battle royale where people kill each other, that is one unusual behavior trait that 

is surprisingly effective. 

 

 In PUBG, players are encouraged to customize their characters to their liking. 

Which is why I bought Shroud’s skins when it released and why my ally decided to buy a 

killer clown costume. For either cool looks or just to scare the pants out of other players 

in game. What a player wears in the game reflects on how they behave. During the 

Halloween event, I would see more character players in clown costumes and cosmetics 

than normal clothes or jackets. As this was during the time of spooks and scares, many 

players either loved or hated the horrors they saw. Being able to witness and watch 

players react to a simple costume change really shows how appearances can influence 

unique behaviors. The reactions from players seeing a certain costume can be priceless at 

times. Who wouldn’t be scared playing a battle royale game and open a door just to be 

greeted by a scary clown costume out of nowhere. Now that is scary! 

 

 PUBG does not have a rule or restriction on costumes and skins. Meaning that 

players such as 4Earth and ErasableNinja can behave like ninjas and become scary 

clowns to scare streamers. Even players who wear all yellow can even be called a banana 

man in some cases. PUBG allows for customization because the developers want players 

to become who they want to be in the game. This does not necessarily mean who they 

become will act the same as another player. Sometimes just by wearing something 

different or themed related can be enough for players to change how they play. To be 

stealthy like a ninja or a killer clown in a battle royale that just scares people instead of 

killing them. 
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Conclusion 

 

 Every example I mentioned and evidence provided all had one thing in common, 

a behavior that emerged from a situation that arose within the virtual world of PUBG. I 

played with the community and learned how performances such as streaming either had 

non-goal oriented objectives that ignored the main goal of the battle royale or resulted in 

creative ways of using the game mechanics for unintended purposes. The creative 

methods of performances the streamers provided attracted different types of audiences 

that helped viewers become involved with the PUBG community. I discovered that 

players that are put within an a virtual environment that allows players either to learn 

about being invincible, learning how to use in-game items for fun purposes, or learning 

that hacking will not be tolerated as normal behavior. That counterplay is an important 

aspect in understanding how players behave when given things to experiment with and 

why reactional response occur when unfair play is present. I then came to understand 

there are different way to communicate with other players. How emotes and body actions 

can express what players want to say nonverbally, using guns to talk with others through 

familiar jingles, and how simply talking to make peace with enemies can result in truces 

and friendships instead of just following the goal of eliminating the competition. 

 

 My findings are important in understanding that an ethnographic approach for a 

virtual world is just as important as ethnographic done with any other worlds. PUBG is 

only one of many virtual worlds that needs to be observed and studied that deals with 

battle royales. I would suggest taking this work and see if other behaviors that emerge in 

other virtual worlds are similar to what I experienced. If so then how many of the 

behaviors are alike, and which behaviors differ from what another ethnographer 

observes? My hope is that someone takes my findings and uses it correctly to discuss 

more about counterplay and cheating. Or how learning to perform helps players create 

even more kinds of new creative content that other player or views can experiment later 

on.5 
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 Long as there are research questions that need to be addressed about a culture or 

community in any world, ethnographers will be able to bridge what is seen with personal 

experience and provide an explanation and understanding with evidence and 

professionalism. 
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